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Abstract

When a unidirectional (UD) fiber reinforced polymer composite is loaded in fiber 
direction in quasi-static or in a high stress cyclic tension-tension regime, many fiber 
breaks may occur in random positions already during the load increase in the first 
cycle. This is because fiber strain to failure in UD composites is lower than the 
polymer matrix strain to failure. 
In cyclic loading with constant amplitude we usually assume that fibers do not 
experience fatigue. Therefore the next step in damage evolution with increasing 
number of cycles may be development of interface cracks (debonds) growing along 
the fiber/matrix interface. 
Fracture mechanics concepts are applied and Mode II strain energy release rate IIG
related to debond crack growth along the fiber/matrix interface is used for damage 
evolution analysis. 
In Paper I analytical solution for Mode II energy release rate IIG  is found and 
parametric analysis performed in the self-similar debond crack propagation region.  
For short fiber/matrix debond cracks the self-similarity condition is not valid – due to 
interaction with fiber crack, IIG  is magnified. Thus in Paper II, numerical FEM 
simulations in combination with virtual crack closure technique are used in order to 
calculate IIG  for short debond cracks. The findings from IIG  analysis for self-similar 
and short debond cracks are summarized in simple expressions and then used in 
simulations of fiber/matrix interface debond crack growth in tension-tension fatigue 
using Paris law. 
In Paper III, debond growth in single fiber (SF) composites subjected to tension-
tension fatigue is analyzed. Using the same procedure as for UD composites, first, an 
analytical solution for Mode II energy release rate IIG  is obtained for self-similar 
crack growth region. Then FEM calculations are performed in order to obtain IIG
magnification profiles for short debond cracks. For SF composites it was additionally 
found out that equal IIG  magnification profiles are obtained no matter if purely 
mechanical, purely thermal or combined mechanical and thermal load is applied to the 
composite. Thus for SF composites even simpler expressions can be used for 
simulations of debond growth using Paris law relation. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Longitudinal tension: failure mechanisms and damage initiation in UD 
composites 

When long fiber composites (with fiber strain to failure smaller than matrix strain to 
failure) are loaded in tension along the fiber direction to failure, the first fiber breaks 
occur in somewhat random positions as shown in Fig.1. This is because of the flaws 
and defects in fibers, which cause fibers to break in a brittle manner at random stress. 
However, random fiber failure stress can be described by statistics. The random 
failure stress of brittle fibers usually resembles Weibull distribution, which has been 
commonly used in failure characterization of long fiber composites to describe at 
which stress level the fibers will most probably break. 
In Fig.1 random fiber strength distribution is shown graphically along the fiber length. 
It shows the value of failure stress of the fiber marked as “F” in the picture. Also in 
Fig.1 axial stress distribution in fiber “F” is shown. Certainly, the axial stress is equal 
to zero at fiber breaks, but builds up to far field stress value (equal to stress in 
undamaged composite) after a certain distance away from the break by means of 
stress transfer mechanism through fiber/matrix interface. 
Breaks in the fiber have influence on the stress level and thus probability of failure of 
the neighbouring fibers is increased. Stress distribution plot in Fig.1 shows the stress 
magnification (in fiber “F”) due to breaks in the neighbouring fibers. 

Fig.1. Axial stress distribution and local fiber strength along fiber length in a UD 
composite with random fiber breaks. Figure source taken from [1]. 

Further increase of the applied tensile load will cause new fiber breaks in the 
composite in places, where local stress versus local strength ratio is the highest.  
Depending on the properties of fibers, matrix and the fiber/matrix interface, there may 
be several scenarios of events before new fiber break occurs. Fig.2 shows the most 
common scenarios for UD polymer composites. Due to increase of applied load or 
due to excess of the energy released during the break of brittle fiber, the crack may 
propagate from fiber into matrix until it is arrested by the neighbouring fiber (Fig.2a) 
as observed, e.g., in [2] and [3]. The local stress concentration at the tip of the matrix 
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crack may then cause the neighbouring fiber to break or, depending on material 
properties, the crack may as well deflect as a debond crack growing along the 
fiber/matrix interface. 
Shear yielding of matrix (Fig.2b) may occur if the matrix tensile strength is high 
enough to resist stress concentration at the tip of penny-shaped fiber crack. The 
influence of shear yielding on the final failure of UD composites has been recently 
studied in [4]. 
Another possible scenario is deflection of fiber crack into a growing debond crack 
along fiber/matrix interface (Fig.2c). Interface crack may grow until it meets the other 
debond crack growing oppositely from the subsequent break of the same fiber. 

Fig.2. Damage development scenarios after fiber break formation: a) crack 
propagation in matrix; b) matrix yielding; c) debonding of fiber/matrix interface. 

The formation of local cracks proceeds until all cracks coalesce into one large crack 
leading to complete failure of the UD composite. 
In Fig.3 damage evolution and final failure of composite according to interface 
debonding scenario are shown. 

Fig.3. Schematic showing of damage events leading to final failure of the UD 
composite due to increase of the applied load. 
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As it is shown in the figure, further increase of load causes fiber crack deflection into 
interface debond cracks. Transverse matrix cracks may also form as a result of stress 
concentration at debond crack tips when close to fiber cracks. As a consequence of 
growing damage, larger cracks are formed from small cracks leading to formation of a 
single crack and final failure of composite. In Fig.3. final failure in form of pull-out of 
partially broken fibers is shown. 

1.2. Failure mechanisms in tension-tension fatigue 

When UD composite is subjected to uniaxial tension-tension fatigue loading along the 
fiber direction, the damage initiation and its further evolution strongly depend on the 
level of maximal applied stress. Possible damage initiation and evolution mechanisms 
related to composites have been widely described in [5], [6]. On contrary to quasi-
static loading, in fatigue loading a stable damage growth and gradual decrease of 
mechanical properties is expected. 
In high stress tension-tension fatigue fibers may break in random positions already 
during the first applied cycle (as mentioned in the previous section). Fibers are 
usually assumed not experience degradation during the fatigue. Therefore, since the 
maximal load is not increased but is constantly repeated, the further damage evolution 
might be in form of growing interface debond cracks (Fig.4a). Debond cracks start to 
grow at the tips of fiber crack due to stress concentration. The rate of debond crack 
growth with the applied number of cycles depends on the shear strength of the 
interface and on the level of applied stress. Since stress concentration occurs near the 
debond crack tip, a possibility of transverse crack formation in matrix also exists. 
However, the above described is not the only possible damage evolution scenario in 
high stress tension-tension fatigue. 

Fig.4. Possible damage evolution scenarios in tension-tension fatigue: a) high stress; 
b) medium stress. 

The possibility of propagation of fiber crack into matrix can not be excluded. Fibers 
in polymer composites (glass, carbon fibers) are materials with high stiffness and the 
amount of energy released during breaking of fibers is often larger than necessary to 
cause fiber break only. The excess of the released energy might result in formation of 
debond cracks or cracks propagating in matrix immediately after the fiber break 
occurs during the first cycle. If the matrix crack occurs, then during consecutive 
tension-tension fatigue load cycles it may propagate until it reaches the neighbouring 
fiber. At low and medium stress fatigue loading conditions the growth of the matrix 
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crack will stop at the fiber/matrix interface or deflect as a debond crack growing 
along fiber/matrix interface. In high stress fatigue, however, after the matrix crack 
reaches the interface, fiber breaks may form as a result of high stresses at the tip of 
the preceding matrix crack. 
In medium stress tension-tension fatigue loading maximal stress can be smaller than 
stress necessary to cause fiber breaks during the first cycle. Instead, cracks in matrix 
may develop after certain amount of applied load cycles, which thereafter may also 
deflect and continue propagation as debond cracks (Fig.4b). 
For polymer composites, the elastic modulus of matrix is usually much smaller than 
for fibers, therefore it is expected that the energy released due to matrix cracks will 
also be much smaller. In fact, the energy release rate for debond cracks initiated from 
matrix breaks (Fig.4b) decays with the distance from the primary crack whereas it 
approaches to an asymptotic value in the case of fiber break being the primary crack 
(Fig.4a).
In medium stress tension-tension fatigue, the matrix cracks may form in several 
places simultaneously which as a result of increasing number of applied cycles may 
assemble into a large matrix crack bridged by the fibers. The further scenario may 
then be either formation of fiber breaks leading to final failure or growing debond 
cracks. On contrary to debond growth initiated from a single matrix or single fiber 
break, damage evolution after multiple matrix crack formation and coalescence into a 
large crack can no longer be considered as an axisymmetric problem. 
The described damage evolution scenarios are somewhat idealised. In practice, again 
depending on the material properties and the level of applied stress, the previously 
described mechanisms may as well occur simultaneously. 

1.3. Damage evolution in form of growing interface debond cracks 

Within the current work, damage evolution scenario according to high stress tension-
tension fatigue is considered as predominant over other possible damage mechanisms. 
Accordingly, fiber breaks will form during the first load cycle after which further 
damage evolution is assumed to occur in form of growing interface debond cracks. 
Possible crack propagation in matrix due to excess of released energy has not been 
considered. 
In order to analyze debond crack growth along fiber/matrix interface, fracture 
mechanics concepts can be applied. Energy release rate IIG  related to Mode II crack 
growth is used as a parameter for damage evolution analysis. 
In UD long fiber composites with fibers of circular cross-section, debond growth 
initiated from a single fiber break can be considered as a problem with axial 
symmetry. Therefore, concentric cylinder assembly (CCA) model introduced by 
Hashin [7-8] can be applied in analytical calculations. 
UD composite then may be represented by a CCA model consisting of three cylinders 
– broken and partially debonded fiber cylinder in the middle, a matrix cylinder and an 
“effective composite” cylinder, which represents the surrounding undamaged 
composite as shown in Fig.5. 
When considering debond crack growth in a UD composite, two different crack 
growth conditions have to be separated:
1) if debond cracks are long and the tip of the debond crack is far away from fiber 
break where it initiated from, and the oppositely propagating debond crack is also 
sufficiently far away, the crack will propagate in self-similar way since there is no 
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interaction. The energy release rate IIG  for self-similar (long and non-interactive) 
debond cracks is therefore a constant value independent on the crack length; 
2) if debond cracks are short, the stresses at the tip of debond cracks interact with 
stresses at the tip of fiber crack. Thus debond crack growth related energy release rate 
GII  is magnified and is larger than in self-similar region. 

Fig.5. a) UD composite with a random fiber break with partial fiber/matrix interface 
debonding b) representation of problem by CCA model (F-fiber, M-matrix, C-

effective composite). 

Thus, in self-similar region, due to no interaction condition, an analytical calculation 
method based on CCA model can be conveniently applied. The idea of IIG
calculation method is based on strain energy change.  In self-similar conditions the 
difference between strain energy tot

bU  of the bonded and tot
dU  of the debonded regions 

of unit length ddl  (equal for both regions) far away from the debond crack tip and the 
fiber break is equal to 

tot
b

tot
d UUdU       (1) 

Energy dissipation due to friction between fiber and matrix surfaces in this case is 
considered as negligible. 
Bonded and debonded regions are shown in Fig.6.
Note that, when the load is applied, sliding of fiber with respect to matrix and 
composite will occur in the debonded region (Fig.6a), and deformations and strains 
will therefore be different than in the bonded region (Fig.6b). The strain energy of 
bonded and debonded regions shown in Fig.6 can be calculated if the average stress 
state in constituents is known. 
The energy release rate is obtained by dividing Eq.(1) by the newly created surface 
area dA. Thus

constuII dA
dUG      (2) 

In circular fiber UD composites with fiber radius rf , the created surface area is equal 
to df dlrdA 2 .
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Fig.6. Three phase CCA model for UD composite: a) debonded region of unit length; 
b) bonded region of unit length. 

For short debonds, however, due to interaction between debond crack tip and the fiber 
crack, where the debond initiated from, self-similarity condition is not valid. Due to 
perturbation of stress, exact analytical solution for energy release rate is not feasible. 
So, for short debonds, the interest of using numerical modelling arises. For the 
axisymmetric problems with singular stresses (in this case, at the tip of debond crack) 
the application of boundary element method (BEM) is advantageous [9]. However, 
BEM modeling is limited to isotropic constituents only and thus it is not applicable 
for carbon fibers (transversally isotropic). Finite element method (FEM) can be 
therefore implemented. Although, when using FEM, the obtained results may be 
sensitive to mesh refinement at the tip of debond crack, the method is not restricted in 
terms of material properties. 
A three phase axisymmetric FEM model in combination with virtual crack closure 
technique (VCC) [10] (see Fig.7) can be conveniently applied. 

Fig.7. Schematic picture of FEM model to be used in combination with VCC 
technique.

debonding 

a) b) 
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The VCC technique states that the energy released due to debond crack growth by dA
is equal to the work which is required to close the newly created surface from size 
A dA  back to size A . As stated previously, for circular cross section fiber 
composites dA 2 rf dld .
Closing the Mode II debond crack by ddl  (from ld dld  to dl ) by applying tangential 
tractions, points at the debonded surface in the region ddd dlllz ; , which have 
relative tangential displacement 

)()()( zuzuzu dddddd dll
mz

dll
fz

dll      (3) 

are moved back to coinciding positions. At the end of this procedure the shear stress 
in point z  is equal to )(zdl

rz , which is the shear stress in front of the crack with size 
ld . Then the work required to close the crack by dld can be expressed as 

W 2 rf
1
2

uld dld (z) rz
ld (z)dz

ld

ld dld

    (4) 

However, within the VCC technique it can be assumed that due to small value of ddl
the relative sliding displacement at the tip of the crack with size ld dld  is the same 
as at the tip of the debond crack with size ld :

)()( d
ldll dlzuzu ddd     (5) 

The benefit of this assumption is that only one stress state calculation for a given 
debond length is required.
Since the energy release rate is defined by Eq.(2), the following result is obtained 
using Eqs.(4) and (5) 

GII (ld ) lim
dld 0

1
2dld

uld

ld

ld dld

z dld rz
ld z dz    (6) 

The distribution of the relative tangential displacement zu  behind the debond crack 
tip and the shear stress rz values ahead of the crack tip can be obtained directly from 
the FEM model as shown in the Fig.7. 
When using VCC technique for IIG  calculations from FEM results, the size of area of 
integration dld  has to be carefully analyzed. Since integration of Eq.(6) is performed 
over a finite distance, the obtained IIG  value will strongly depend on the chosen 
length of integration. On contrary to condition that dld 0 in Eq.(6), when using 
FEM calculations, the accuracy of the result will be reduced if smaller length and thus 
smaller number of elements close to the crack tip is used for the integration. This is 
because small amount of elements at the crack tip can not accurately represent the 
actual stress and displacement profiles close to the crack tip. Some final value of the 
integration length dld  must be set, possibly, by performing parametric analysis until 
acceptable value is found. 
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1.4. Paris law for fatigue 

A broad review on mechanics and micro-mechanisms in fatigue of metals, non-metals 
and composite materials is given by Suresh [11]. Under cyclic loading conditions, the 
onset of crack growth from pre-existing flaw or defect can occur at stress intensity 
values that are well below the quasi-static fracture toughness. For conditions of small-
scale yielding, where the nonlinear zone at the crack tip is a mere perturbation in an 
otherwise elastic material, Paris, Gomez and Anderson [12] suggested that the 
increment of fatigue crack advance per stress cycle, dA /dN , could be related to the 
range of the stress intensity factors, K , during constant amplitude cyclic loading, by 
the power law expression 

dA
dN

C K m        (7) 

where N is the number of applied cycles, dA is the increase of the crack surface, C
and m are empirical scaling constants. The constants are influenced by material 
microstructure, cyclic load frequency, waveform, environment, test temperature, and 
load ratio. 
This approach has since been widely adapted for characterizing the growth of fatigue 
cracks in metals and metal matrix composites [13], [14] under conditions of small-
scale plastic deformation at the crack tip. 
For composites, since they are not homogeneous materials, it is often more relevant to 
use range of energy release rates G  instead of stress intensity factor range K .
Then the Paris law expression Eq.(7) can be written as 

dA
dN

C G m        (8) 

where G Gmax Gmin  is the difference between energy release rates at maximal and 
minimal applied strains during the constant amplitude fatigue loading. More complex 
definition and physical reasoning of energy release rate range G  for anisotropic 
composite materials has been recently discussed in [15]. 
The major appeal of the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach is that the stress 
intensity factor range (or energy release rate range), determined from remote loading 
conditions and from the geometrical dimensions of the cracked component, uniquely 
characterizes the propagation of fatigue cracks; this method does not require a 
detailed knowledge of the mechanisms of fatigue fracture [11]. 
Along with Paris law relation using energy release rate range G  (Eq.(8)), the 
fracture toughness GIIc  can also be used as a parameter or criteria for crack initiation 
and propagation analysis [16], [17]. 

2. Objectives of the current work 

The main objective of the current work is to simulate fiber/matrix interface debond 
crack growth in tension-tension fatigue loading. In order to predict the increase of the 
debond crack length with the increasing number of cycles the following is necessary: 
1) A computational tool for calculating strain energy release rates IIG  must be 
developed. As described before, analytical methods can be applied for IIG  calculation 
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for self-similar crack growth regions where the debond crack tip is sufficiently far 
away from the fiber break. For short debonds, where high interaction with the fiber 
crack is expected, numerical methods (e.g., FEM) in combination with VCC 
technique can be applied; 
2) When computational tool is developed, it can be implemented in Paris law 
expression Eq.(8) for debond growth simulations; 
3) In order to perform simulations with Paris law, material constants are needed. 
Material constants can only be determined from independent experimental tests, 
which is a quite sophisticated procedure for UD composite samples containing 
thousands of fibers. For this reason, experimental tests of single fiber (SF) composites 
are suggested, as they are more feasible compared to tests of UD composite samples, 
which most probably will have breaks in many fibers simultaneously when loaded in 
high stress;
4) Since experimental testing of SF specimens is going to be performed in the future 
work, analytical and numerical IIG calculations have to be performed also for SF 
composites.  
In papers appended in this thesis, computational tool for IIG  calculations for debond 
cracks in UD and SF composites has been developed in detail. The experimental part 
(SF specimen testing) is due to be performed in already ongoing collaboration with 
RISØ-DTU (Denmark). When experimental data will be available, then, in 
combination with presented models, the proper values of Paris law constants will be 
found.

3. Summary of appended papers 

In Paper I analytical solution for Mode II energy release rate IIG  was found for UD 
composites and parametric analysis performed in the self-similar debond crack 
propagation region only. Three materials have been studied – two modifications of 
carbon fiber/epoxy resin composites and a glass fiber/epoxy composite. Various fiber 
volume fractions were considered. CCA model was applied for analytical calculation 
of IIG . Analytically calculated IIG  values were compared with FEM calculations 
giving excellent agreement. A one-dimensional model was also proposed for 
consideration, assuming that during the debond crack propagation, the energy 
released from fiber is overwhelming and the energy released from matrix and the 
effective composite is almost negligible. Parametric analysis of material properties 
was performed and non-important parameters were identified. IIG  calculations were 
comprised in simple expressions that can be used for any arbitrary mechanical, 
thermal as well as combined loading cases. These expressions are based on 
coefficients representing mechanical, thermal and mixed mechanical-thermal 
response of UD composite. By performing three calculations of simple loading cases, 
the coefficients were found and validated. 
In Paper II IIG  was obtained for short debonds (for UD composites) by applying 
FEM calculations in combination with VCC technique. Total strain energy change 
method was also used for comparison with VCC results, however, it was observed 
that the accuracy of VCC is more sufficient. In order to determine the appropriate 
length of FEM model, parametric study was performed prior to doing the calculations. 
Problem of the integration length used in VCC was also studied parametrically and 
the optimal size was chosen. 
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The same three materials as in Paper I with various fiber volume fractions were 
studied.
Further in Paper II, the calculation results for both short and long debonds were 
implemented in Paris law expression for simulations of debond crack growth with the 
increasing number of applied cycles. Since no experimental data on UD composites 
were available, trend curves showing significance of parameters such as fiber radius, 
temperature, material constants and Paris law constants were presented and analyzed. 
In Paper III the same IIG  calculation methods were applied for debond growth 
analysis in SF composites. First, analytical calculations of IIG  were performed for 
long debonds in self-similar crack growth region. CCA model was used as before in 
Paper I, this time consisting of two cylinders only - a broken and partially debonded 
fiber surrounded by an infinite matrix cylinder. 
Similarly to Paper I, the IIG  calculations were comprised in simple expressions 
suitable for any arbitrary mechanical, thermal and combined loading case. Then 
magnification of IIG  for short debonds was calculated using FEM model and VCC 
technique, similarly as in Paper II. Size of the model now consisting of fiber and 
matrix cylinders only, was again determined parametrically. Two materials were 
studied – carbon fiber/epoxy and glass fiber/epoxy SF composites. It was found that 
the integration length for VCC technique for SF composites is not crucial when 
normalized values of IIG  (normalized with the respect to self-similar IIG  values) are 
calculated. Furthermore, exclusively for SF composites, it was found that almost 
equal normalized magnification profiles of IIG  are obtained regardless if mechanical, 
thermal or combined mechanical and thermal loading is applied. Thus, expressions of 

IIG  for any arbitrary loading case could be further simplified. 
Finally, IIG  expressions were implemented in Paris law for debond growth 
simulations. Since experimental test data are not yet available, only trend plots were 
analyzed. Trend plots showing the significance of key geometrical and Paris law 
parameters, similar as in Paper II, were discussed. 

4. Future work 

A detailed computational model for IIG  has been developed for UD and SF 
composites, however, as mentioned before, independent experimental tests are 
necessary to determine proper Paris law constants for debond growth simulations. In 
collaboration with RISØ-DTU (Denmark) experimental tension-tension fatigue test 
results (measurements of debond length after certain amount of applied cycles for 
single glass fiber/epoxy resin composite) will be analyzed and Paris law constants 
from the best fit to experimental data will be determined. 
Some experimental data of debond crack growth in UD composites in tension-tension 
fatigue will also be available soon for comparison and determination of constants. 
So far only mutually non-interacting debond cracks have been studied. In future, 
debond growth from multiple breaks of the same fiber will also be analyzed. When 
debond cracks growing oppositely from two consecutive breaks of the same fiber 
have propagated a certain distance towards each other, crack interaction starts and the 
self-similar crack growth conditions are no longer valid. Due to crack interaction, the 
energy release rate is magnified and the crack growth rate with the applied number of 
cycles is expected to increase. 
Stiffness reduction in fatigue is also one of the subjects for further investigations. 
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Within the appended papers, only one of possible damage evolution scenarios has 
been analyzed. Based on similar principles as in the appended papers, computational 
tools of IIG  calculation for other damage evolution scenarios like presented in Fig.2 
and Fig.4 will be developed. 
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Energy release rate based fiber/matrix debond growth in fatigue
Part I: Self-similar crack growth 

A. Pupurs 1,2 and J. Varna1

1Luleå University of Technology, SE 97187 Luleå, Sweden 
2Riga Technical University LV-1048 Riga, Latvia 

Abstract

The strain energy release rate related to debond crack growth along the fiber/matrix 
interface in a unidirectional composite with a broken fiber is analyzed. The UD 
composite is represented by a model with axial symmetry consisting of three 
concentric cylinders: broken and partially debonded fiber in the middle surrounded by 
matrix which is embedded in a large block of effective composite. Analytical solution 
for Mode II energy release rate IIG  is found and parametric analysis performed in the 
self-similar debond crack propagation region. It is shown that many anisotropic 
elastic constants of the fiber, which are usually not known, have small effect on IIG .

Keywords: fiber breaks, debonding, energy release rate 

1. Introduction 

Loading a unidirectional (UD) fiber reinforced polymer composite in fiber direction 
in quasi-static or in a high stress cyclic tension-tension regime, many fiber breaks 
may occur in random positions already during the load increase in the first cycle. This 
is because fiber strain to failure in UD composites is lower than the polymer matrix 
strain to failure. The described is a mechanism for very high strains. The sequence of 
events at strain levels below the fiber breaking limit is not considered in this paper. 
There the fatigue scenario may be different and, for example, initiation of small 
matrix cracks between fibers could be the first mode of damage.  
Different positions along the fiber have different strength values, which are assumed 
to follow Weibull distribution and the first fiber crack occurs in the weakest position. 
In result of stress transfer over the fiber/matrix interface the axial stress level in the 
fiber after a certain distance from the fiber crack recovers its far-field value and with 
increasing load multiple fiber breaks in the same fiber are possible. In cyclic loading 
with constant amplitude we usually assume that fibers do not experience fatigue. 
Therefore the next step in damage evolution with increasing number of cycles may be 
development of interface cracks (debonds) growing along the fiber/matrix interface. 
Often the fiber failure is an unstable phenomenon and the energy released during this 
event is larger than required to create a fiber break, which is assumed to be a penny-
shaped crack transverse to the fiber axis. The excess of released energy may go to 
initiation of the fiber/matrix debond at the tip of the fiber break. The fiber debonding 
can be considered as an interface crack growth along the fiber and fracture mechanics 
concepts (strain energy release rate) may be used for the evolution analysis. The 
debond initiation (transition from “no debond” state to “debond” state) is a very 
complex nonlinear process and due to lack of relevant information it is not suitable 
for modeling. Four stress state regions can be distinguished considering a broken fiber 
with a long debond in composite: a) a very complex stress state at the fiber crack; b) 
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plateau region away from the fiber crack and away from the debond crack tip; c) the 
debond tip region with stress singularity; d) a region in front of the debond tip (far 
away from it) where the fiber is perfectly bonded to the resin. Due to further debond 
crack growth the plateau region b) becomes longer and the region d) correspondingly 
shorter. Therefore, long debond cracks propagate in a self-similar manner meaning 
that when the crack grows the local stress profile at the crack front shifts along the 
fiber axis without changes in the shape and in the value. Certainly, if fiber has 
multiple breaks, long debonds from both fiber ends start to interact and the self-
similarity is lost. 
In order to analyze the interface crack growth in terms of fracture mechanics the 
strain energy release rate related to the increase of the debond length has to be 
calculated. It has been done previously for debond growth analysis along a single 
fiber fragment in so-called single fiber fragmentation (SFF) test. The used methods 
cover a wide spectrum from approximate analytical to numerical based on finite 
elements (FE) or boundary elements (BE) [1-3]. The variational model based on 
minimization of the complementary energy [2] is probably one of the best analytical 
solutions available but the accuracy is achieved in rather complex calculation routine. 
The most detailed numerical analysis of the local stress state at the debond cracks tip 
in terms of stress intensity factors and degree of singularity has been performed in [3] 
using BE method. Unfortunately this method at present is limited to isotropic 
constituents and, hence, not applicable for carbon fibers. Generally speaking, most of 
the described approaches may be adapted for dealing with partially debonded broken 
fiber surrounded by matrix and embedded in composite. However results of a 
systematic parametric analysis of the energy release rate due to debond growth in 
composite as affected by constituent properties, geometrical parameters are not 
available.
The objective of this paper consisting of Part I and Part II is to perform the 
abovementioned parametric analysis and use the results to simulate the debond 
growth according to Paris law in UD composite. The composite with a broken and 
partially debonded fiber is represented by three concentric cylinder assembly (CCA) 
model as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1. a) Unidirectional composite with fiber break subjected to mechanical ( z) and 
thermal ( T ) loading. b) Concentric cylinder assembly model (F-fiber, M-matrix, C-

effective composite), ld shows the fiber/matrix debond length. 
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A broken fiber in the middle is surrounded by a matrix cylinder and the interface is 
debonded over distance dl , see Fig.1b. This fiber/resin block is embedded in outer 
“effective composite” cylinder.  
In Part I an analytical solution for the strain energy release rate IIG  is given in the 
self-similar debond propagation region, the significance of different parameters is 
disclosed and validity of one-dimensional models is discussed. 
This approach is used also in Part II [4] where FEM and the virtual crack closure 
technique [5] (using nonsingular FEM solution) are used in a parametric study to 
calculate IIG  for short debonds where the stress state at the fiber break interacts with 
the stress state at the crack tip. Methodology for convenient calculation of IIG  for an 
arbitrary combined thermal and mechanical loading is presented. 
The findings from these studies are summarized in simple expressions and used in 
simulation and analysis of the debond growth in tension-tension fatigue using Paris 
law.

2. Analytical model for energy release rate in self-similar debond propagation 
region

2.1. Calculation method 

Because the loading type relevant to this study is axial tension and the applied 
temperature is negative, T 0 (material cooling after processing to room 
temperature) the radial stress on the fiber surface is compressive and the debond crack 
propagation is in Mode II. It is due to larger Poisson’s ratio for the matrix and also 
due to larger thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix. 
An analytical method can be applied to energy release rate calculation for a particular 
case when the tip of the fiber/matrix debond crack is far away from the fiber break 
where it was initiated and also far from another debond which may be approaching 
from the other end of the fiber (typical for short fibers or for fiber fragment). In this 
case the debond crack propagation can be considered as self-similar. Mathematically 
this condition in terms of Fig.2 can be written as 

fd rl df lL     (1) 

In Eq.(1) fr  is the fiber radius, fL  is the model length and it represents ½ of the fiber 
fragment length. For a model with single fiber break it may be interpreted as the 
distance from the break to the load application cross-section. Under conditions of 
Eq.(1) the debond crack growth by ddl  which corresponds to new created surface 
area

df dlrdA 2       (2) 

a) shifts the debond crack tip (and the corresponding singular stress state in its 
vicinity) in the z-direction by ddl .
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b) reduces the bonded region volume in the model by ddlR 2  ( R is the outer radius 
of the three cylinder assembly in Fig.2) and increases the debonded region volume by 
the same amount. 

Fig.2. Regions with length ddl  in the three phase composite model corresponding to 
bonded and debonded case. Bold line represents the debonded surface in contact 

where sliding is possible. 

Obviously the energy change in the system due to this event can be calculated 
(neglecting friction and energy dissipation related to it which are further discussed in 
Section 3) as the difference between strain energy tot

bU of the bonded and tot
dU  of the 

debonded regions of unit length far away from the debond crack tip and the fiber 
break (shadowed regions in Fig.2)

tot
b

tot
d UUdU       (3) 

Models representing these two regions are given in Fig.3. Note that in the debonded 
region, Fig.3b sliding of the fiber with respect to the matrix is possible and hence its 
deformation is different than the deformation of the rest of the model. The energy 
release rate is obtained dividing Eq.(3) by the new created surface area Eq.(2) 

constuII dA
dUG      (4) 

Strain energy for more complex case with N cylindrical phases where phase 1 may be 
bonded or debonded is given below. In the model in Fig.3 analyzed in this paper N=3 
(fiber, matrix, effective composite). From the derivation given in Appendix 1 follows 
that the strain energy of the model a) or b) in Fig.3 can be calculated if the average 
stress state in constituents is known 
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U tot V
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Vk zz
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z0
k
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k 1

N

k 1

N

  (5) 

In Eq.(5) N=3 and k=1,2,3 are fiber, matrix and effective composite respectively. 

Fig.3. Geometrical showing of the bonded region (a), which due to crack growth by 
ddl  turns to debonded region (b) with length ddl .

Due to differences in boundary and interface conditions the averages stresses in 
Eq.(5) are obviously different in the bonded and in the debonded case leading to two 
different values tot

d
tot
b UU , . Model assumptions and calculation expressions are given in 

Subsections 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.2. Stress state and strain energy in the bonded region 

The constant strain in axial direction is denoted by 0z  and the temperature difference 
is T . In Eqs.(5)-(18) assumption is made that in the perfectly bonded region, which 
is far away from the debond tip and from the fiber break, the axial deformation in all 
phases is the same  

00 z
k
z k=1,2,3    (6) 

 The solution for the k-th phase is given in Appendix 2

1
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r      (7)
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2
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kA1  and kA2  are 2 3 unknown constants yet to be solved and k , k , k , kg , kf  , 
k
rH and kH 3 are functions of the k-th phase elastic constants given in Appendix 2.

The displacement and stress in Eqs.(7)-(9) have to satisfy continuity conditions on all 
interfaces, i.e. the solutions obtained for each phase separately must satisfy the 
following 2 3 conditions: 
(i) Radial displacement must be zero on the symmetry axis 

001 rur      (11) 

(ii) Displacement and radial stress continuity at all interfaces 

k
k
rk

k
r ruru 1      13,...,2,1k     (12) 

k
k
rk

k
r rr 1      13,...,2,1k     (13) 

(iii) Zero radial stress at the outer boundary Rr  of the cylinder assembly 

0RN
r      (14) 

For a given 0z  the system of 2 3 equations following from these conditions allows 
for determination of 2 3 constants kA1  and kA2  (their values will depend on the 
applied strain and temperature). 
According to the above explanation, in simulations the temperature difference and the 
axial strain are applied simultaneously. Unfortunately, the experimental procedure 
(and as a consequence also the procedure used in simulations) is different: first the 
specimen is produced at high temperature and cooled down for processing to room 
temperature. Thermal stresses occur during this step and the specimen has 
compressive strain th

z0  before any mechanical loading. This state is assumed as the 
starting (zero mechanical strain) state in tests. Then certain amount of mechanical 
tensile strains mech

z0  is applied. The relationship with 0z  in above expressions is as 
follows 

th
z

mech
zz 000      (15) 

Therefore, in order to use in simulations the proper value of 0z  corresponding to 
experimental mech

z0  we first have to calculate the thermal strain th
z0 .  It can be easily 

done using expressions in this subsection: the correct value must result in zero 
average stress in direction z   

z
av 2

R2 r z
k r dr

rk 1

rk

k 1

3

0    (16) 

Insertion of Eq.(8) in Eq.(16) after integration yields 
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A1
k fk

2
rk

2 rk 1
2 rk

2 rk 1
2

2 z0gk H3
k T

k 1

3

0  (17) 

The problem is conveniently solved by using th
z0  as a numerical parameter. For every 

value of th
z0  the system of linear equations is solved and Eq.(17) used to check 

whether zero average stress (with required accuracy) is obtained.  
Certainly, the calculated negative th

z0  value corresponds to the free thermal expansion 
strain of the composite in the given thermal conditions, which can be obtained as 

Tcomp
z  provided the composite longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient is 

known.
From Eqs.(8)-(10) the average stress expressions to be used in Eq.(5) can be written 
as

THgfA k
zkk

kk
z 301     (18) 

r
k k 2 A1

k
k k z0 Hr

k T    (19) 

Substituting Eq.(18) and Eq.(19) and accounting for Eq.(6) in Eq.(5) we obtain 

Ub
tot V

2
Vk A1

k fk gk z0 H3
k T z0 z

k T 2 T Vk r
k A1

k
k k z0 Hr

k T
k 1

3

k 1

3

          (20) 

2.3. Stress state and strain energy in the debonded region 

In each phase of the debonded region represented by model in Fig.3b the solutions for 
displacements and stresses in Eqs.(7)-(10) are still valid with the only difference that 

zoz
f

zo
1

0      (21) 

The rest of phases (matrix and the effective composite which both are perfectly 
bonded together) have the same deformation with respect to the stress free state as 
before given by Eq.(15) and denoted as previously by 0z .
The axial deformation of the debonded fiber consists of free thermal expansion and 
strain due to radial interaction with the surrounding matrix (caused by thermal 
mismatch and differences in Poisson’s ratios). The axial strain value can be obtained 
from condition that axial stress in fiber is zero 

01
z

f
z       (22) 

which according to Eq.(A.2.8) leads to 

1

11
1

1

1
31

00 g
fAT

g
H

z
f

z     (23) 
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Substituting Eq.(23) in stress expressions for fiber (Eqs.(9)-(10)) and realizing that 
01

2A  due to Eq.(11) we obtain

1

1

1
3

1
1

1
11

1
1

1
rr H

g
H

T
g
fA    (24) 

11
r      (25) 

The stress expressions for the rest of cylindrical phases remain as given by Eqs.(8)-
(10). Radial displacements in all phases are given by Eq.(7). 
The interface conditions at phase interfaces remain as in the bonded case: radial 
displacements and stresses are continuous. The outer radial boundary of the assembly 
is free of stresses and Eq.(14) is still valid. Solving for constants k

iA  as described in 
Section 2.2 (the pure thermal case is of no interest now) we can write the expression 
for the strain energy of the debonded model, Fig.3b. Since the fiber stresses are not 
coordinate dependent the average stresses in the phase 1 (fiber) are given by Eqs.(22), 
(24) and (25). Finally 

Ud
tot V

2
Vk A1

k fk gk z0 H3
k T z0 z

k T 2 T Vk r
k A1

k
k k z0 Hr

k T
k 2

3

k 2
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V TV1 r
1 A1

1
1 1

f1

g1

T 1
H3

1

g1

Hr
1

   (26) 

It has to be emphasized that constants k
iA  k=1,2,3 are result of the solution in the 

bonded and debonded case correspondingly and, hence, they are different in Eqs.(20) 
and (26). 

2.4. One-dimensional energy release rate model 

Exact expressions for energy release rate calculation during self-similar debond crack 
growth are given by Eqs.(3)-(4), (20) and (26). It has to be recognized that they are 
rather complex and numerical MATLAB based codes were developed to obtain 
numerical values. Calculations discussed in Section 3 showed that the largest energy 
change due to debonding is in the fiber phase. 
Therefore it appears interesting to find out if a one-dimensional model considering the 
strain energy change in fiber only can be used and what is the error introduced by this 
simplification. 
First we consider the bonded model shown in Fig.3a. In 1-D case for a given applied 
strain (Eq.(15)) which can be written also as  

Tcomp
z

mech
zz 00      (27) 

The fiber has only the axial stress (the rest of stress components is zero) 

TETE f
z

comp
z

mech
z

f
z
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f
z

f
z 00   (28) 
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The strain energy of the fiber is 

2
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22
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22
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U f
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zdf
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z

f
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f   (29) 

In the debonded 1-D model the axial fiber stress is zero and the radial interaction is 
neglect leading to

0
2

2
2

dff
z

f
zd

f dlr
E

U     (30) 

Hence, the energy release rate due to debond growth by ddl  according to the 1-D 
model is 

2
042

TrE
dlr
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G f

z
comp
z

mech
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f
z

df

b
f

II   (31) 

In 1-D model the composite axial thermal expansion coefficient is 

mmf
f

z

mmmf
f

z
f

zcomp
z VEVE

VEVE
    (32) 

More accurate value may be obtained using CCA model [5,6]. 

2.5. Applicability of engineering methods for effective composite properties 

The thermo-elastic properties of the effective composite (phase 3) were calculated 
using the Concentric Cylinder Assembly (CCA) model introduced by Hashin [6], [7] 
for the bonded case. The transverse shear modulus was obtained using the 
Christensen’s self-consistent model [8]. The whole set of used expressions is given in 
[9] where multiphase orthotropic cylinder system was analyzed. It has to be noted that 
for determination of composite thermal expansion coefficients, axial modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio and bulk modulus the Hashin’s CCA model is a particular 2-phase 
case (N=2) of the “bonded model” described in Section 2.2. 
As an alternative the effective composite properties can be calculated using 
engineering expressions [10]: rule of mixtures (RoM) for composite longitudinal 
modulus LE and for Poisson’s ratio LT , Eq.(32) for axial thermal expansion 
coefficient L . Transverse modulus TE  and in-plane shear modulus LTG may be 
calculated using Halpin-Tsai expressions. The transverse thermal expansion 
coefficient of the composite T  was calculated using Schapery’s expression [11], 
which actually is valid only for isotropic fibers 

LTLmmmfffT VV 11    (33) 
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For carbon fibers f
TT  and f

T  were used. 
Using the above approximate engineering expressions to calculate effective composite 
properties we observe artificial interactions at the matrix/composite interface even in 
the bonded case. This is because the fiber/matrix cylinder does not represent the 
composite with properties following from engineering expressions. This problem does 
not exist when CCA model values for the effective composite are used.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Material properties 

This study was performed on three different UD composites - two carbon fiber 
composites (CF1/EP and CF2/EP) and one glass fiber composite (GF/EP) all of them 
with epoxy resin matrix (EP). The properties of the constituents (fibers and matrix) 
and of the effective composite are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Elastic 
modulus in longitudinal and transverse directions ( EL  and ET ), shear modulus GLT ,
Poisson’s ratios 12, 23 and thermal expansion coefficients L  and T  are presented 
in the tables. In numerical results presented in this Section fiber radius mrf 4 .
Since the energy release rate GII  is proportional to the fiber radius, recalculation to 
different values of fr  is very simple. 

Table 1. Elastic properties of materials. CF – carbon fibers, GF – glass fibers, EP – 
epoxy resin. 

EL ET GLT 12 23 L TMaterial [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] - - [1 C ] [1 C ]
CF1(CF2) 500 30 20 0.2 0.45 -1.0e-6 7.8e-6 

GF 70 70 29.2 0.2 0.2 4.7e-6 4.7e-6 
EP 3 3 1.07 0.4 0.4 60e-6 60e-6 

Table 2. Elastic properties of the effective composite (transversally isotropic). 

EcL EcT GcLT 12 23 cL cTRef. Vf [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] - - [1/ C 10-6] [1/ C 10-6]
CF1/EP 0.4 201.84 6.66 2.27 0.31 0.59 -0.38 50.88 
CF1/EP 0.5 251.53 8.08 2.82 0.29 0.56 -0.58 43.22 
CF1/EP 0.6 301.24 9.94 3.58 0.27 0.54 -0.71 35.75 
CF2/EP 0.4 121.84 6.65 2.27 0.31 0.58 0.02 50.75 
CF2/EP 0.5 151.54 8.07 2.82 0.29 0.56 -0.30 43.13 
CF2/EP 0.6 181.24 9.93 3.58 0.27 0.54 -0.52 35.70 
GF/EP 0.4 29.84 7.25 2.34 0.31 0.54 8.52 46.93 
GF/EP 0.5 36.54 9.26 2.93 0.29 0.51 7.38 39.53 
GF/EP 0.6 43.24 12.11 3.77 0.27 0.47 6.56 32.23 

The elastic properties of the effective composite were calculated combining Hashin’s 
and Christensen’s models [6-8]. 
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It has to be emphasized here that during cyclic fatigue loading the average specimen 
temperature can increase if the loading frequency is too high and cooling is not 
properly arranged. Locally at the sliding interfaces the temperature increase can be 
even much higher. The temperature increase will change the temperature related GII

and also the resin properties (for example reduced E-modulus). Therefore, the 
parametric analysis presented here includes also changed resin properties. The 
temperature dependence of GII  in this paper is expressed in a very general form and if 
the real specimen temperature is available the values may be easy recalculated. It is 
obvious that at increased temperature the thermal stress level is lower and GII  would 
be slightly lower. Certainly, the case with non-uniform temperature has to be 
analyzed separately using numerical methods. 

3.2.  Verification of the analytical model 

The energy change dU  values calculated according to Eq.(3) and the expressions in 
Section 2 were first validated comparing to values obtained from FE model 
(commercial code ANSYS [12]). The FE model consisted of 3 constituents 
represented as 3 domains, which are meshed in axisymmetric elements. FEM allows 
to obtain the strain energy values for each constituent (U f , U m , UC ) and for the 
whole model ( totU ) in a very simple way. Similarly to analytical model, the energy 
release rate can be obtained from two simulations – first the energy for bonded model 
is calculated, then the energy for fully debonded fiber/matrix interface model is 
calculated (decoupling nodes in axial direction at frr ), and the energy release rate 
GII  is obtained from the energy difference divided by the contact surface (interface 
area).
The comparison between analytically and numerically calculated values was 
performed for an arbitrary chosen thermo-mechanical loading case %05,00

mech
z ,

CT 100 . As expected the results coincide for all three composites with very 
high accuracy. 

3.3. Calculation of IIG  by the analytical CCA model 

Simulating debond crack growth in Part II we will need the energy release rate for an 
arbitrary combination of mechanical and thermal loading. To avoid unnecessary and 
time consuming calculations every time the loading changes it is useful to remember 
that the strain energy is a quadratic function of stress state. Stress components are 
linearly dependent on applied mechanical strain mech

z0  and on the temperature 
difference T . Hence we suggest the following form 

GII E f rf km z0
mech 2

rf km th z0
mech T rf kth T 2    (34) 

Upper index  in Eq.(34) is used to note that the coefficients are for self-similar 
crack growth – semi-infinite debond.  In Eq.(34) IIG is in 2/ mJ , strains are in % and 
temperature in C . With known coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  Eq.(34) is a very 
useful tool in simulations where IIG  is used. For any composite these constants can 
be found performing calculation for three loading cases: a) pure mechanical; b) pure 
thermal; c) any combination of thermal and mechanical. 
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Tables 3a and 3b show all analytically calculated IIG  values for these cases out of 
which we obtain coefficients mk , thmk  and thk . From the mechanical loading 

mech 1% (left section of Table 3a) we obtain values of coefficient mk , from the 
thermal loading case T 100 C  (right section of Table 3a) we obtain values of 
coefficient thk  and from thermo-mechanical loading CTmech

z 100%,05.00

(Table 3b) we obtain values of coefficient thmk . In mechanical loading IIG  varies a 
lot dependent on the fiber material. Comparing Table 3a with Table 1 it is obvious 
that IIG  is almost proportional to the axial modulus of the fiber, which explains the 
suggested form of Eq.(34). 

Table 3a. Calculated IIG  values for mechanical and thermal loading separately 
( J m2 ).

Mat. %10
mech
z CT 100

Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 
CF1/EP 49.985 49.984 49.982 0.002354 0.001155 0.000562 
CF2/EP 29.975 29.974 29.971 0.003879 0.001911 0.000932 
GF/EP 6.962 6.959 6.953 0.013145 0.006714 0.003357 

Table 3b. Calculated IIG values for thermo-mechanical loading ( J m2 ).

Mat. CTmech
z 100%,05.00

Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 
CF1/EP 0.093018 0.102088 0.108756 
CF2/EP 0.044720 0.052916 0.059149 
GF/EP 0.000298 0.002497 0.005462 

Table 4 shows the calculated values of coefficients mk , thmk  and thk . The values are 
presented for all 3 studied materials and for 3 volume fractions Vf 0.4 , Vf 0.5, 
Vf 0.6.

Table 4. Calculated coefficients in Eq.(34) .

Mat. mk thmk
Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 

CF1/EP 2.499e-5 2.499e-5 2.499e-5 1.71e3 1.20e3 0.84e3 
CF2/EP 2.498e-5 2.498e-5 2.497e-5 1.70e3 1.19e3 0.84e3 
GF/EP 2.486e-5 2.486e-5 2.483e-5 1.51e3 1.08e3 0.76e3 

Table 4 continued. 

Mat. thk
Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 

CF1/EP 0.58e-1 0.29e-1 0.14e-1 
CF2/EP 0.97e-1 0.48e-1 0.23e-1 
GF/EP 3.28e-1 1.68e-1 0.84e-1 
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It can be seen that coefficient mk  which is related to mechanical term of the energy 
release rate is almost volume fraction independent (within the observed range). The 
other two coefficients however depend on fiber volume fraction quite significantly. 
Coefficient thmk  is just weakly dependent on the fiber properties (about 10% 
variation in the considered range). Coefficient thk  is related to pure thermal term in 
the energy release rate and is three orders of magnitude larger than mk . Since in most 

practical applications z0
mech 2

 (expressed in %) is of order of magnitude 010  whereas 
42 10T  and the mechanical term contains fiber modulus (order of 

magnitude 1110 ) the mechanical term is about 410  times larger than the thermal and 
the influence of the temperature related term for the considered materials is 
insignificant. The effect of the mixed term varies from 1-10% dependent on fiber 
properties and volume fraction and the value of the mechanical strain. Using data in 
Table 4 to plot the dependence of thmk  and thk  on fiber content one can see that the 
relationship for all composites is rather linear (linear fit is better for thmk  which as 
analyzed above has more practical significance). In other words linear interpolation of 
these constants in the analyzed volume fraction region is possible, thus allowing for 

mk , thmk  and thk  estimation for any given fiber content. 

3.4. Validation of calculated coefficients 

Knowing coefficients in Eq.(34) one can predict IIG  values for material subjected to 
any arbitrary thermo-mechanical loading conditions of the described type.
Certainly it is realized that the performed calculation for the thermal case being 
absolutely correct is still artificial and does not correspond to what would happen in a 
real test with a broken fiber in composite (fiber break faces would close at negative 
temperature change). Nevertheless in the self-similar model in Fig.3 the calculation is 
possible and in the finite debond length model in this case we would allow 
interpenetration of fiber crack surfaces (negative fiber crack opening).
Two arbitrary thermo-mechanical loading cases ( CTmech

z 50%,01.00  and 
CTmech

z 50%,05.00 ) were considered in order to validate the IIG
determination using Eq.(34) and the calculated coefficients mk , thmk  and thk .

Table 5. Validation of Eq.(34) comparing with direct calculations (values in ( J m2 ).

CTmech
z 50%,01.00 CTmech

z 50%,05.00

Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 
0.002157 0.002884 0.003463 0.108403 0.113236 0.116715 

CF1/EP
(0.002157) (0.002884) (0.003464) (0.108403) (0.113236) (0.116715) 
0.000558 0.001082 0.001559 0.058860 0.063449 0.066806 

CF2/EP
(0.000558) (0.001082) (0.001559) (0.058860) (0.063449) (0.066806) 
0.000957 0.000213 0.000007 0.005565 0.008269 0.010583 

GF/EP
(0.000957) (0.000213) (0.000007) (0.005565) (0.008269) (0.010583) 
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The validation was performed comparing Eq.(34) with direct analytical calculations 
for the mixed thermo-mechanical loading for all three materials and throughout 3 
volume fractions as presented in Table 5. The predicted values are almost identical 
with directly calculated values (shown in parentheses). 

3.5. Identification of non-significant parameters 

Some of thermo-elastic constants of transverse isotropic fibers are usually not known 
and are estimated very roughly or even arbitrary assumed. With a hope to conclude 
that the rough approximation of values is justified or at least to establish limits for 
these approximations, in this Section we perform parametric analysis varying these 
possibly “non-significant” constants. They are identified for mechanical and thermal 
loading cases separately. Only one property of material is changed at a time (with the 
respect to reference material in Table 1) and its affect on IIG  value is evaluated. Both 
carbon and glass fiber composites are inspected. The results are summarized in Tables 
6a to 6e, showing the “changed” property and its value. Results for reference material 
(properties given in Table 1) are also presented. 
As it stands in Tables 6a and 6b, changing fiber transverse elastic modulus E fT ,
Poisson’s ratios 12f  and 23f  as well as the shear modulus 12fG  does not 
significantly affect energy release rate during mechanical loading.  

Table 6a. IIG  values ( 2mJ ) for CF1/EP with different fiber properties, the modified 
property is indicated, Vf 0.5, %10

mech
z  (first row) and Vf 0.5, CT 100

(second row). 

Modified property Ref.
(CF1/EP) E fT 20 12 0.25 23 0.35 G12 30 fL 0 fT 5 106

49.956 49.958 49.943 49.956 49.956 49.956 49.956 
1.154e-3 1.150e-3 1.155e-3 1.153e-3 1.154e-3 1.123e-3 1.175e-3 

Table 6b. IIG  values ( 2mJ ) for GF/EP with different fiber properties, the modified 
property is indicated,Vf 0.5. %10

mech
z  (first row) andVf 0.5, T 100 C
(second row). 

Modified property Ref. (GF/EP) 
12 23 0.22

L T 8 106

6.956 6.950 6.956 
6.710e-3 6.717e-3 5.933e-3 

Tables 6a and 6b prove that in thermal loading energy release rate is sensitive only to 
the value of the thermal expansion coefficients (both in longitudinal and transverse 
directions) of the constituents. The effect is much smaller in CF1 case than in GF 
case.
The dependence of the previously presented IIG  for reference material with 

GPa3mE  on the resin modulus are illustrated in Tables 6c and 6d, where 
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GPa5.3mE . Comparing with Table 3a and 3b we see negligible change in the 
mechanical loading. The thermal term is increasing with resin modulus whereas the 
mixed term is marginally decreasing.  The results for higher resin modulus expressed 
in terms of mk , thmk  and thk  presented in Table 6e show the same trends.  

Table 6c. Calculated IIG  values for CF1/EP and GF/EP both with matrix modulus 
Em 3.5GPa  in mechanical and thermal loading ( J m2 ).

Mat. %10
mech
z CT 100

Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 
CF1/EP 49.9794 49.9788 49.9760 0.003190 0.001567 0.000763
GF/EP 6.9554 6.9528 6.9462 0.017542 0.009013 0.004525

Table 6d. Calculated IIG  values ( J m2 ) for CF1/EP and GF/EP both with matrix 
modulus Em 3.5GPa  in thermo-mechanical loading.

Mat. CTmech
z 100%,05.00

Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 
CF1/EP 0.088211 0.098529 0.106176 
GF/EP 0.336e-6 0.001362 0.004162 

Table 6e. Calculated coefficients in Eq.(34) for CF1/EP and GF/EP both with matrix 
modulus Em 3.5GPa .

Mat. mk thmk
Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 

CF1/EP 2.499e-5 2.499e-5 2.499e-5 1.99e3 1.40e3 0.97e3 
GF/EP 2.484e-5 2.483e-5 2.481e-5 1.75e3 1.25e3 0.88e3 

Table 6e continued.

Mat. thk
Vf 0.4 0.5 0.6 

CF1/EP 0.79e-1 0.39e-1 0.19e-1 
GF/EP 4.38e-1 2.25e-1 1.13e-1 

3.6. Applicability of Rule of Mixtures 

This section summarizes results calculated by 1-D energy release model given in 
Section 2. The model states that during debond crack growth, most of released energy 
is from fiber and the energy released from matrix and composite can be neglected. 
According to the 1-D model, see Eqs.(31)-(32), the released energy depends on the 
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fiber content Vf  only through the composite thermal expansion coefficient. Table 7 
shows comparison of IIG  values calculated by the CCA model with values obtained 
by the 1-D model. For GCCA  calculations cL  is obtained from CCA model while G1D

for 1-D model is calculated using cL  from Eq.(32). G1D
*  is also calculated for 1-D 

model only this time using cL  from more accurate CCA model. 
Presented numbers relate to CF1/EP composite with fiber content Vf 0.5 for 
different thermo-mechanical loading cases. 

Table 7. Comparison of IIG  calculated by CCA and 1-D models for CF1/EP Vf 0.5.

IIG  values in J m2 .

 % T C GCCA G1D G1D
*

0.00 -50 0.000289 0.000165 0.000223 
0.01 -50 0.002884 0.003346 0.003112 
0.05 -50 0.113236 0.116070 0.114671 
0.10 -50 0.476107 0.481975 0.479120 
1.00 -50 49.744675 49.818257 49.789196 
1.00 0 49.984669 50.00 50.00 

Engineering models like the rule of mixtures (RoM) described in Section 2.5 can also 
be applied as a simple method to calculate the effective properties of the composite. 
In following we evaluate, what error we induce by applying these simple models 
instead of CCA. The error induced can be shown in a simple comparison of radial 
thermal stress distribution e.g. for CF1/EP Vf 0.5, subjected to thermal loading only 
( T 100 C ).

Fig.4. Radial stress distribution in perfectly bonded three phase model (FEM) 
subjected to T 100 C  only, using effective properties from RoM and from 

Hashin’s CCA model. 
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If effective properties of the composite are determined accurately, then there should 
be no radial stress in the effective composite. There should also be no radial 
interaction (stress) at the interface between matrix and the effective composite. 
Fig.4 shows that effective properties from Hashin’s model [6-8] are representative for 
the composite, however properties obtained by RoM are incorrect in a way that there 
is some considerable radial interaction between the concentric matrix and composite 
cylinders that can therefore introduce errors in G calculations. Nevertheless, G for 
the case presented is GII 0.001155  ( J /m2) which is the same as the value in Table 
3a where the CCA model was used to calculate effective constants of the composite. 

4. Conclusions 

Energy release rate IIG  due to self-similar growth of fiber/matrix interface debond in 
unidirectional composite with broken fibers is analyzed using analytical model with 
axial symmetry. In the model, subjected to axial mechanical strain and temperature 
difference, the broken fiber with a partially debonded interface is surrounded by resin 
cylinder, which is embedded in the effective composite. In the self-similar 
propagation region of debond the energy release rate is calculated as a difference of 
strain energy in a bonded and debonded system. 
Applying RoM as a tool to determine composite elastic properties introduces artificial 
interaction between the concentric cylinders in CCA model as shown by FEM 
simulations. Combined Hashin’s and Christensens model is shown to give consistent 
results and therefore is applied in all calculations. 
Based on calculations for three elementary loading cases (mechanical, thermal, 
combined) simple quadratic expression to calculate IIG  for an arbitrary loading case 
is proposed. Coefficients in this expression which are simple functions of fiber 
content and constituent properties were obtained in parametric analysis which also 
proved that effect of the most of the usually unknown anisotropic thermo-elastic 
constants of the fiber have small or zero effect on the calculated IIG  and therefore 
rough assumptions can be used.
Proved by IIG calculations for mechanical, thermal and thermo-mechanical loading 
cases it was shown that within the range of most practical applications for a UD 
composite with partially debonded regions the influence of thermal load is minimal in 
comparison to mechanical loading. This result is different than in case of a single 
fiber in an infinite matrix. 
1-D model for IIG  was proposed assuming the energy is released in the fiber only. It 
appears to be a good assumption for the mechanical loading but is rather inaccurate 
for thermal loading. 
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Appendix 1. Strain energy of the system 

In thermo-mechanical loading case with mechanical load at boundaries and uniform 
temperature change T  the strain energy density of a material (one phase in the 
model) may be written in Cartesian coordinates  as 

U* 1
2 ij ij ij T     (A1.1) 

In Eq.(A1.1) repeating indexes mean summation over them.  
The strain energy U is a volume integral over the phase volume.  

U 1
2 ij ijdv

V

T
2 ij ijdv

V

   (A1.2) 

Using divergence theorem  the first integral can be reduced to surface integral (see for 
example [13]) leading to the following expression for strain energy  

U 1
2 ijuin jds

S

T
2 ij ijdv

V

   (A1.3) 

In Eq.(A1.3) S is the whole surface area of the material. In the case of the used model 
consisting of N concentric cylinders the expression for the total strain energy is 
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Utot
1
2 ij

k ui
kn j

kds
Skk 1

N T
2 ij

k
ij
k dv

vkk 1

N

   (A1.4) 

In Eq.(A1.4) kv  is the volume of the k-th cylinder and kS is the whole surface 
consisting of side boundaries krr  (denoted krS ) and end boundaries fdlzz ;00

(denoted kzS ).
The loading cases considered in the Part I of the paper lead to axisymmetric solutions 
and the radial displacements and stresses do not depend on the axial coordinate.  
We will analyze the sum with surface integrals (first term in Eq.(A1.4)) in more 
details separating these two types of boundaries 

I1 I1z I1r
1
2 ij

k ui
kn j

kds
Skzk 1

N 1
2 ij

k ui
kn j

kds
Skrk 1

N

  (A1.5) 

After that we will consider the volume integral in Eq.(A1.4). 

A. Integration over end surfaces kzS

At boundaries 0zz  we have 0yx nn , 1zn . In the model for both bonded and 
debonded cases the stress components 0yzxz .

The axial displacements 00
k
zu  and d

k
z dlu 0  constant in each phase. In the bonded 

case the elongation is the same in all phases 

0000 0 z
k
zd

k
z

k uudluu   k=1,2…N  (A1.6) 

In the debonded case it is different in the fiber (the separated fiber is in contact with 
the rest of the material but is free to move in axial direction). 
Hence, from Eq.(A1.5) 

I1z
1
2 ij

k ui
kn j

kds
Skzk 1

N 1
2 zz

k uz0
k dld uz0

k 0
Skzk 1

N

ds 1
2

u0
k

zz
k ds

Skzk 1

N 1
2

u0
kSkz zz

k

k 1

N

          (A1.7)  

In Eq.(A1.7) k
zz  is the average value of the stress component k

zz  in the k-th phase. 
Multiplying and dividing Eq.(A1.7) by the model length fdl we finally obtain 

I1z
V
2

Vk zz
k

z0
k

k 1

N

    (A1.8) 

In Eq.(A1.8) kV  is volume fraction of the k-th phase in the model, k
z0  is the average 

axial strain in the phase defined as 
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Vk Skzdld V z0
k u0

k

dld

   (A1.9) 

B. Integration over side surfaces krS

Before we analyze the surface integrals in Eq.(A1.5) related to krS  we first will 
express stresses and displacements in the Cartesian system through stresses and 
displacements in the cylindrical system where the solution is obtained. The relevant 
expressions are 

xx r cos2 sin2

yy r sin2 cos2

xy r sin cos

    (A1.10) 

Since in problems with axial symmetry 0u

sin
cos

ry

rx

uu
uu

     (A1.11) 

Orientation of the normal vector to the surface krr  can be expressed as 

cosxn sinyn    (A1.12) 

Considering the expression under the sign of integral in rI1  for one phase and 
substituting there Eqs.(A1.10)-(A1.12) we obtain 

rrjiij unu     (A1.13) 

Since integration in rI1  is over surfaces krr , the values of the radial stress and 
radial displacement on this surface are constant which makes the integration trivial. In 
result

I1r
1
2

2 dld rkur
k rk r

k rk rk 1ur
k rk 1 r

k rk 1
k 1

N

  (A1.14) 

At interfaces between phases krr  a) radial displacements in both phases and b) 
radial stresses are equal. This is valid for both bonded interface and debonded 
interface in contact. Therefore many terms in Eq.(A1.14) are cancelled. This is valid 
also for debonded open interfaces because the radial stress is zero there. In addition 
the term at 00r  is zero. Finally 
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I1r
1
2

2 Rur
N R r

N R 0    (A1.15) 

because the radial stress at the outer boundary of the model is zero (free surface). 

C. Volume integrals related to thermal effects 

Next we analyze volume integrals in Eq.(A1.4) related to thermal effects.  

I2
T
2 ij

k
ij
k dv

vkk 1

N

    (A1.16) 

It can be expressed as 

I2
V T

2
Vk ij

k
ij
k

k 1

N

    (A1.17) 

Consider the expression ijij  for one phase. Since all phases are transversally 
isotropic  

ryx    0xy   (A1.18) 

Substituting Eqs.(A1.10) and (A1.17) in the abovementioned expression we obtain 

ij ij zz z r r    (A1.19) 

ij ij zz z r r    (A1.20) 

The analysis is by this finished. In the last step the expressions for 1I  (Eqs.(A1.8) and 
(A1.15)) and for 2I  ( Eq.(A1.20) substituted in Eq.(A1.17)) are used in Eq.(A1.4) 
which leads to 

Utot
V
2

Vk zz
k

z0
k

z
k T T Vk r

k
r
k k

k 1

N

k 1

N

 (A1.21) 

Appendix 2. Stress solution in cylindrical phase 

The constant strain in axial direction is denoted by 0z  and the temperature difference 
is T .  The explanation in this Appendix follows [8]. All phases are transversally 
isotropic and follow Hooke’s law which for normal stresses is written here in 
vectorial form 

i Cij j i T     (A2.1) 

ijC  is the stiffness matrix with usual notation. All shear stresses are zero. 
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Hence the only non-trivial equilibrium equation for a phase is 

r

r
r

r
0    (A2.2) 

The strain relationship to radial displacement ru  is given by

r
ur

r
ur

r z z0   (A2.3) 

and then by use of Eqs.(A2.1) and (A2.2) we obtain the following field equation 

2ur

r2
ur

r r
ur

r2 0    (A2.4)  

The general solution of Eq.(A2.4) can be written as 

1
21 rArAur     (A2.5) 

Expressions for strains calculated according to Eq.(A2.3) are 

2
21 rAAr

2
21 rAA   (A2.6)  

Introduce new constants 

22121222323233 2 CCCCCCfCg  (A2.7)  

Here 3-is the axial direction, 1 and 2-two directions in the plane of isotropy. 
The stresses according to Eq.(A2.1) are 

z A1 f g z0 H3 T

r A1 A2 r 2
z0 Hr T

A1 A2 r 2
z0 Hr T

   (A2.8) 

where

rzr

rz

CH
CCH

32

32333 2
    (A2.9) 
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Energy release rate based fiber/matrix debond growth in fatigue. 
Part II: Debond growth analysis using Paris law 

A. Pupurs1,2, A. Krasnikovs2, J. Varna1

1Luleå University of Technology, SE 97187 Luleå, Sweden 
2Riga Technical University LV-1048 Riga, Latvia 

Abstract

The strain energy release rate related to debond crack growth along the fiber/matrix 
interface in a unidirectional composite with a broken and partially debonded fiber is 
analyzed. The focus in this paper (Part II) in contrast to the self-similar crack growth 
analysis in Part I [1] is on growth of short debonds near the fiber break. Since self-
similarity condition is not valid for interactive cracks, numerical FEM simulations 
were used to calculate magnification of previously described coefficients in the strain 
energy release rate expression. The findings from these studies are used in simulation 
of the debond growth in tension-tension fatigue using Paris law. 

Keywords: fiber breaks, debonding, energy release rate, fatigue 

1. Introduction 

When unidirectional fiber reinforced polymer composites (UD) are loaded in 
longitudinal high stress tension-tension cyclic loading, multiple fiber breaks occur in 
random positions already during the first cycle. Assuming that fibers do not 
experience fatigue and ignoring in this paper the possibility that stress concentration 
at the fiber break can cause fracture of the neighboring fiber, the initial damage state 
with fiber breaks is fixed. The further damage evolution with increasing number of 
cycles is in form of debonds growing along the fiber/matrix interface or penny shaped 
fiber crack propagating in the matrix. The latter scenario for quasi static loading was 
analyzed in [2], calculating strain energy release rate for homogenized solid, and it is 
not considered in this paper. 
After the UD composite longitudinal modulus reduction in the first cycle due to fiber 
breaks, the growing debonds in fatigue loading further reduce the average stress in the 
fiber and as a consequence the elastic properties of the UD composite are reduced. 
This effect which can be expressed in terms of increasing opening of fiber cracks has 
been analyzed in [3]. 
A 2D shear lag model analysis was used in [4] to analyze the competitive mechanisms 
of debond initiation from matrix crack and from fiber break. A stress based criterion 
was used for debonding. An advantage is that the used Monte-Carlo simulations allow 
treating many damage entities. Shear lag model in 2D formulation was used also in 
[5] where the fiber break propagated in matrix reaching the neighboring fiber and 
both debonded as well as plastic yielding zones along the interface have been 
analyzed. These models are 2D, they are rough and they do not include radial 
interaction and in our opinion they can not give a good representation of the 
debonding in UD composite. 
In this paper we consider the fiber/matrix debonding in UD composite as an interface 
crack growth starting from fiber break and perform strain energy release rate based 
analysis. Many studies of this type have been performed for a single fiber in an 
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infinite matrix, see for example [6-8]. Due to different Poisson’s ratios of fiber and 
resin and different thermal expansion coefficients the debond crack faces are always 
in contact and the debond crack propagation is in Mode II. Possible frictional effects 
which are difficult to evaluate in fatigue are ignored in this paper. For monotonic 
quasistatic loading the approach to account for friction suggested in [9] seems to be 
promising. In Part I of this paper [1] the strain energy release rate dependence on 
material and geometrical parameters was analyzed using analytical model which is 
valid for self-similar crack propagation region. The UD composite with a broken and 
partially debonded fiber is modeled as three concentric cylinder assembly. Here in 
Part II the strain energy release rate for relatively short debonds (as compared with 
the fiber radius) is analyzed numerically for a general thermo-mechanical loading 
case. The effective composite properties are calculated using Hashin’s concentric 
cylinder assembly (CCA) model [10]. 
A slightly simplified FEM based calculations of the energy release rate due to debond 
growth were presented in [11] calculating the properties of the effective composite 
with engineering expressions (rule of mixtures, Halpin-Tsai etc). Since the thermo-
elastic constants calculated in this way are not represented by the resin/fiber cylinder 
assembly, some artificial stresses at the interface were observed. Thermal stresses 
were ignored in that study. The effect of the final length of the fiber fragment 
(interaction of debonds coming from both fiber ends) were also addressed in [11]. 
It will be shown that the strain energy release rate IIG  is a decreasing function of the 
distance from the fiber break (called debond length) and is expected to be singular 
when the debond length approaches to zero. This means that the debond crack will be 
immediately initiated by the fiber break but it will be “arrested” at certain distance 
due to the decreasing value of the IIG . A further debond growth requires either a 
higher applied load (quasi-static tensile loading) or an increasing number of cycles in 
fatigue loading.
To analyze the debond growth in fatigue we assume that the debond length 
dependence on the number of cycles can be expressed in form of Paris law with 
coefficients to be identified in tests. In order to use the Paris law, energy release rates 
have to be known for each value of the debond length (G as a function of debond 
length). For this reason the results of the FEM based parametric analysis are 
summarized and the dependences on parameters presented with simple but rather 
accurate fitting functions. Possible trends in fatigue as dependent on material and 
geometrical parameters are analyzed. 

2. Theoretical aspects 

2.1. Virtual crack closure technique (VCC) 

We model the debond growth in the UD composite using concentric cylinder 
assembly presented in Fig.1, where the broken and partially debonded fiber is 
surrounded by resin cylinder which is effected in a thick cylinder of effective 
composite. The fiber radius is fr , the debond length is dl  and the matrix radius mr
follows from the fiber volume fraction in the composite. The assembly is first 
(directly after manufacturing) subjected to temperature change T  and then the 
debond growth is considered at fixed applied displacement zu  (corresponding to 
certain zmech ).
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Fig.1. Model for virtual crack closure technique. Concentric cylinder geometry 
showing debond crack at the fiber/matrix interface. 

The virtual crack closure technique [12] is a convenient method to calculate the IIG
when doing FE calculations. The calculated relative tangential displacement 

zu distribution behind the debond crack tip and the shear stress rz values ahead of 
the crack tip can be obtained directly from the FEM model as shown in the Fig.1. The 
crack closure technique states that the energy released due to debond crack growth by 
dA is equal to the work which is required to close the newly created surface from size 
A dA  back to size A , where dA 2 rf dld . Upper index in Eqs.(1)-(6) is used to 
indicate the length of the debond crack. Closing the debond crack by ddl (from 
ld dld  to dl ) by applying tangential tractions, points at the debonded surface in the 
region ddd dlllz ;  which have relative tangential displacement  

uld dld (z) ufz
ld dld (z) umz

ld dld (z)     (1) 

are moved back to coinciding positions. At the end of this procedure the shear stress 
in point z  is equal to )(zdl

rz , which is the shear stress in front of the crack with size 
ld . Then the work required to close the crack by dld can be expressed as: 

W 2 rf
1
2

uld dld (z) rz
ld (z)dz

ld

ld dld

    (2) 

Within the virtual crack closure technique it is assumed that due to small value of ddl
the relative sliding displacement at the tip of the crack with size ld dld  is the same 
as at the tip of the debond crack with size ld :

uld dld (z) uld (z dld )    (3) 

The benefit of this assumption is that only one stress state calculation for a given 
debond length is required.
Since the energy release rate is defined by relations: 
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df dlrdA 2       (4) 

and

constuII dA
dUG      (5) 

the following result is obtained using Eqs.(2) and (3) 

GII (ld ) lim
dld 0

1
2dld

uld

ld

ld dld

z dld rz
ld z dz    (6) 

Using FEM based solution the integration is over finite region, which most probably 
is larger than the region where the solution is local (singular). Therefore, strictly 
speaking, the obtained value is not IIG . It depends on the integration region ddl and
rather should be called “energy release rate over distance ddl .
In Part I [1] it was shown that the strain energy release rate is a quadratic function of 
the applied mechanical strain zmech and T

GII E f rf km z0
mech 2

rf km th z0
mech T rf kth T 2    (7) 

Coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  in Eq.(7) are larger for short debonds and approach the 
values for self-similar cracks for longer debonds. Therefore they can be written in 
form with magnification factors dnm lk *  and dnthm lk *  as follows: 

mmdnm kklk *
thmthmdnthm kklk *

mthdnth kklk *  (8) 

Coefficients km , kth  and km th  for self-similar cracks were analyzed in Part I [1]. For 
example, km  is practically independent on fiber proeprties and fiber content. 
Magnification coefficients km

* , kth
*  and km th

*  will be obtained performing numerical 
simulations for small debond lengths. 

2.2.  Application of Paris law 

For a UD fiber composite subjected to cyclic tension-tension loading with interface 
cracks growing along fiber/matrix interface, we will apply Paris law in order to 
describe the increase of the debonded interface area dA with the increasing number of 
applied cycles. The form of Paris law which we intend to use is as follows 

m

IIC

II

G
GB

dN
dA      (9) 
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IIG  is the strain energy release rate difference between the value corresponding to 
maximum and minimum load minmax , . In mechanical fatigue according to Eq.(7): 

GII ,T km max
2

min
2 km th T max min    (10)  

Parameters B ,  and m  are not known a priori and have to be determined in tests, GIIc

is the critical strain energy release rate. Generally speaking these parameters as well 
as resin elastic properties may depend on the temperature during the test which in 
tension-tension cyclic fatigue can be changing and have local distribution. Since at the 
stage we do not have appropriate data we will investigate in parametric analysis the 
importance and effect of these constants on debond growth. Using Eq.(4) and 
introducing normalized debond length 

fddn rll /       (11) 

Eq.(9) can be written in form 

m

IIC

IIdn

G
GB

dN
dl * ; 2

*

2 fr
BB    (12) 

Obviously *B is dimensionless.   
For simulation purposes Eq.(12) has been written in an incremental form: 

ldn
(k ) B* GII ldn

(k )

GIIC

m

N  ,  )()()1( k
dn

k
dn

k
dn lll ;  k=1,2,3… (13) 

In Eq.(13) ldn
(1) is the initial debond length at the start of simulation.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. FEM model 

The goal with numerical calculations in this paper is two-fold: a) to define the best 
methodology for numerical IIG  determination in the non-self-similar debond crack 
growth region; b) to analyze the effect of the interaction between the fiber crack and 
the debond crack on the energy release rate due to short debond growth 
The finite element model is rather simple. It consists of 3 constituents represented as 3 
areas, which are meshed in axisymmetric elements. Application of FEM [13] allows 
us to obtain the strain energy values for each constituent (U f , U m, UC ) and for the 
whole model (Utot ) in a very simple way by using several post-solution commands.
Fiber radius rf  was assumed equal to 4 m , outer radius of the matrix rm  is easily 
calculated through fiber volume fraction Vf . The outer radius of the effective 
composite, which is supposed to be infinite, was determined through parametric study 
as a value at which the outer boundaries do not affect the results. The thickness of the 
outer cylinder was set equal to dc 5rf . To further validate the chosen geometrical 
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configuration, solution with stress free outer radial boundary was compared with 
solution based on constant radial displacement conditions (coupling the nodes on 
boundary in the radial direction) without finding any noticeable difference. 
Because the loading type relevant to this study is axial tension and the applied 
temperature is negative, T 0 (material cooling after processing to room 
temperature) the radial stress on the fiber surface is compressive and the debond crack 
propagation is in Mode II. It is due to larger Poisson’s ratio for the matrix and also 
due to larger thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix. Since the influence of 
friction is assumed negligible, these conclusions benefit the build-up of the finite 
element model, as the debonded interface can thus be simply modeled by coupling the 
adjacent fiber and matrix elements in the radial direction r  and allowing them to 
move freely in the longitudinal direction z . The main benefit is the ability to avoid 
the use of contact elements, which would significantly increase the calculation time. 

3.2. Numerical techniques for IIG  calculation 

Using FEM based solution the integration in Eq.(6) is over a finite region and the 
obtained value of IIG  depends on the size of the integration region ddl . Since 
singular elements were not used in the FEM analysis the accuracy of techniques to be 
used have to be evaluated and decisions made comparing with exact solutions in the 
self-similar debond crack propagation region. 
Using VCC the work to close the crack is underestimated if the singular nature of the 
stress distributions at the debond crack tip is not accounted for or if the integration 
region is larger than the region in which the local solution is dominant. The calculated 

IIG  value depends on the size of the integration region ddl . The two questions are: a) 
what is the most appropriate integration length?; b) what fiber length can be 
considered as “infinite” in the sense that the calculated IIG  becomes independent on 
the fiber length fL  and results can be compared with the “self-similar” solution?  
FEM based calculations were performed for long debond ldeb 20 rf  and two long 
fibers 200;90fL . The IIG  values for mechanical loading 0.1% case are shown 
in Table 1 for material CF1/EP with fiber content Vf 0.5.  

Table 1. Energy release rate IIG  values ( J /m2) obtained by various numerical 
techniques.

As shown in the table, the values of IIG  (denoted VCCG  to identify the method used) 
strictly depend on the chosen length of area of integration, dld . Debond length 
ldeb 20 rf  was assumed to have a debond belonging to the self-similar crack growth 
region. The analytical IIG values at 1% strain for self-similar crack growth region are 

dldMethod Half fiber length 
(fragment length) 2 rf  1.5 rf  1 rf  0.5 rf  0.25 rf

VCCG ff rL 200  0.496 0.490 0.480 0.456 0.423 

VCCG ff rL 90  0.487 0.482 0.472 0.450 0.419 
GEN ff rL 200 - - 0.522 - - 
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given in Table 3a of Part I [1] and for CF1/EP composite with fiber content Vf 0.5 
the value recalculated to 0.1% strain is 2/499.0 mJGII .
As seen in Table 1, the longer we take dld , the closer we get to the “correct” value. 
However, according to Eq.(6) IIG  is defined as the limit when dld 0, therefore dld

should be as small as possible. The bad agreement with GII 0.499J /m2  for smaller 
dld  values can be explained with the smaller amount of used nodes in integration in 
Eq.(6), when the length dld  is small, which results in rather approximate final value. 
For larger dld  values, more nodes are used and the solution in this sense is more 
accurate because both shear stress and shear displacement profiles are more accurate. 
However, it is not the local solution as required in IIG  definition. As a compromise 
between desired agreement with self-similar debond solution and requirement to have 
the integration interval as short as possible we decided to use dld 1 rf , when 
calculating IIG  by VCC technique in the following parametric analysis. In the 
analyzed case it gives only 5% difference from IIccaG .
Also presented in Table 1 is the effect of the length fL , see Fig.1. Calculated GVCL

values for two lengths ff rL 200  and ff rL 90  are presented and only a slight 
reduction indicating interaction of debonds from both fiber fragment ends is evident. 
This allows us to consider the shorter length ff rL 90  as long enough to satisfy 
self-similar crack growth conditions and use it in the following numerical parametric 
analysis. Using shorter fL  is preferable because it also reduces the size of the finite 
element model, thus making calculations more time-efficient.  
Shorter fL  is preferable also when IIG  due to debond crack propagated by dld  is 
calculated from the energy change in all constituents (fiber, matrix, composite), see 
row with ENG  in Table 1. Using this method calculations were performed at fd rl 20
and fd rl 19 . The accuracy of this technique depends on the used mesh and 
decreases with increasing size of the model: for large model the small energy change 
related to IIG  is calculated as a difference between two very large numbers. The 
accuracy of both discussed numerical techniques appears to be rather similar. 
All results presented below are obtained using the VCC techniques. 

3.3. Parametric analysis of matrix properties 

Two materials have been studied – carbon fiber/epoxy resin UD composite denoted as 
CF1/EP and glass fiber/epoxy resin UD composite denoted as GF/EP. The notations 
of the two composites are the same as previously and mechanical properties of 
constituents and composites can be found in Table 1 and Table 2 in Part I [1]. 
In Part I parametric analysis of fiber properties was performed and it was found that 
some anisotropic fiber elastic and thermal properties that are usually unknown are 
non-important as they do not affect the strain energy release rate values [1]. We 
assume that these conclusions are valid also for short debonds. 
First we observe how matrix properties influence the energy released due to interface 
crack growth. Parametric analysis was performed only concerning the elastic modulus 
of the isotropic epoxy resin matrix. Coefficients mk , thk  and thmk  in Eq.(7) were 
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calculated for two values of elastic modulus of the matrix - Em 3(GPa) and  
Em 3.5 (GPa). 
The values of coefficients mk , thk  and thmk  were calculated by using the following 
units in Eq.(7): percent (%) for mechanical strain mech  and  Celsium degrees ( C) for 
the applied temperature. These units in Eq.(7) must be followed in order to calculate 
the energy release rate G  in J m2 for an arbitrary thermo-mechanical loading case. 
Comparison of magnification coefficients km

* , kth
*  and km th

*  defined according to 
Eq.(8) for these two cases of matrix modulus can be made using data in Tables 2 and 
3. Numerical values for the longest debond length fd rl 20  were used as values for 
the self-similar case. Data for CF1/EP are presented in Table 2 and data for GF/EP are 
presented in Table 3. 

Table 2. Calculated values of coefficients km
* , kth

*  and km th
*  for UD CF1/EP 

composites with two different matrix moduli (in all casesVf 0.5).

ld 2 rf 4 rf 5 rf 10 rf 20 rf

Em 3 [GPa] 1.1356 1.0831 1.0676 1.0278 1.0000 
km

*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.1320 1.0797 1.0645 1.0262 1.0000 
Em 3 [GPa] 1.1091 1.0623 1.0493 1.0158 1.0000 

kth
*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.1039 1.0584 1.0454 1.0129 1.0000 
Em 3 [GPa] 1.1166 1.0661 1.0512 1.0125 1.0000 

km th
*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.1288 1.0775 1.0628 1.0252 1.0000 

Table 3. Calculated values of coefficients km
* , kth

*  and km th
* for UD GF/EP composites 

with two different matrix moduli (in all casesVf 0.5). 

ld 2 rf  4 rf  5 rf  10 rf  20 rf

Em 3 [GPa] 1.0751 1.0365 1.0280 1.0121 1.0000 
km

*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.0690 1.0328 1.0254 1.0113 1.0000 
Em 3 [GPa] 1.0535 1.0180 1.0111 1.0012 1.0000 

kth
*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.0502 1.0159 1.0103 1.0011 1.0000 
Em 3 [GPa] 1.0669 1.0292 1.0215 1.0079 1.0000 

km th
*

Em 3.5 [GPa] 1.0603 1.0250 1.0181 1.0065 1.0000 

As one can see the magnification coefficients for debonds longer than fd rl 2  is not 
large. Shorter debonds certainly would have larger magnification but they were not 
analyzed because the interaction with fiber break is very strong in this region and we 
do not trust the accuracy of our calculations. 
The effect of matrix modulus on magnification coefficients in the considered matrix 
modulus region is very marginal and in many cases may be neglected. 
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3.4. GII  as a function of debond length in thermo-mechanical loading 

Fig.2. shows strain energy release rate for CF1/EP as a function of normalized 
interface debond length in purely mechanical loading with applied strain mech 1%.
Results for three fiber volume fractions are shown in Fig.2. 

Fig.2. Energy release rate GII  as a function of normalized debond length ldn

( ldn ld /rf ). Mechanical loading mech 1%.

Presented values were calculated by virtual crack closure technique using FEM 
simulations. It can be seen from the figure that at short debonds, high amounts of 
energy are released during debond crack growth. When the debond length is 
sufficiently long, the amount of released energy sets into its self-similar value. 
The obtained IIG values at each debond length shorter than self-similar conditions 
length were compared with values for the self similar region and magnification 
coefficients *k , (see Eq.(8)), were found. In calculations the numerical value 
corresponding to the largest debond length was assumed as the self-similar carck 
value. The coefficients for mechanical loading are presented in Fig.3, for thermal 
loading in Fig.4 and the mixed thermo-mechanical terms in Fig.5. 
It would be convenient for Paris law expression (see Eqs.(8),(10) and (13)) if all 
magnification coefficients could be comprised in a single relation in terms of the 
debond length. It was found that with high accuracy the magnification coefficients 
may be fitted with exponential function of type 

k* 1 a e b ldn       (14) 

where a and b are constants, k* denotes the magnification coefficient, so that for an 
infinitely long debond length ld  the value of k* is equal to 1. Taking the logarithm of  
Eq.(14).
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dnlbak )ln()1ln( *      (15) 

We see that, to have a good fit, the numerical magnification coefficient data have to 
follow a straight line in log-log axes. The fitting parameters a and b can be easily 
obtained from the best linear fit in these axes. 

Fig.3. Values of coefficient k*
m  as a function of normalized debond length ldn :

 a) for CF1/EP; b) for GF/EP. 

Fig.4. Values of coefficient k*
th  as a function of normalized debond length ldn :

a) for CF1/EP; b) for GF/EP. 

Fig.5. Values of coefficient k*
m th  as a function of normalized debond length ldn :

a) for CF1/EP; b) for GF/EP. 

b)a)

b)a)

b)a)
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In Fig.3, Fig.4. and Fig.5 values of coefficients km
* , kth

*  and km th
*  from the fitting 

expression (Eq.(14)) are compared with the calculated FEM data showing that the 
fitting is good. For a general case when composite is subjected to both mechanical 
and thermal fatigue loading, all three coefficients are necessary.  
Values of fitting parameters are summarized and presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6. 
Parameters have been calculated for both studied materials (CF1/EP and GF/EP) and 
for three different fiber volume fraction values. 

Table 4. Values of fitting parameters a  and b for km
* .

Table 5. Values of fitting parameters a  and b for kth
* .

Table 6. Values of fitting parameters a  and b for km th
* .

3.5. Debond crack growth in mechanical fatigue 

In fact, only values of fitting parameters a  and b for each magnification coefficient 
are necessary in order to describe energy release rate change during debond crack 
growth and, consequently, to perform Paris law simulations. Moreover, since in the 

Material Vf a b
0.4 0.196971 0.1889 
0.5 0.193051 0.1998 CF1/EP
0.6 0.180414 0.2015 
0.4 0.116998 0.2269 
0.5 0.101866 0.2275 GF/EP 
0.6 0.088222 0.2281 

Material Vf a b
0.4 0.169585 0.2353 
0.5 0.165035 0.2354 CF1/EP
0.6 0.160414 0.2440 
0.4 0.14024 0.4644 
0.5 0.126884 0.4722 GF/EP 
0.6 0.117338 0.4957 

Material Vf a b
0.4 0.191455 0.1897 
0.5 0.193806 0.2635 CF1/EP
0.6 0.178316 0.2007 
0.4 0.107787 0.2869 
0.5 0.096145 0.2669 GF/EP 
0.6 0.084306 0.2542 
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present study we analyze mechanical fatigue loading only and T during the test is 
not changing, only mk  and thmk  have to be found.  
Paris law expression (Eqs.(9) or (12)) requires some empirical constants like B, m.
Since in Eq.(12) we are using the normalized value *B of the empirical constant B
then for reasons of convenience and realizing that *B  change the slope of the debond 
length curve we can take B* 1. The proper m  value without having any 
experimental data is difficult to choose. In [14] where transverse cracking in fatigue 
was analyzed the value 10m  was used. Since transverse cracking is matrix and 
interface properties governed we decided to use similar values in the following 
debonding simulations. Material constant G c  is used for normalizing the energy 
difference G  in order to obtain a dimensionless entity. Value of G c 200J m2  is 
taken from [7] where fiber/matrix debond growth in single fiber fragmentation test 
was simulated. The above values of constants *B , m and G c  were considered as 
nominal and used for both CF1/EP and GF/EP composites.  
In simulations the applied maximal mechanical strain was 1%, the strain ratio was 
0.1.
Calculations using the Paris law expression (Eq.(12)) were first used to estimate the 
effect of thermal stresses on debond growth. In Fig.6 the debond growth with the 
applied number of cycles is shown for CF1/EP and for GF/EP. 

Fig.6. Debond crack growth with the increasing number of applied cycles in 
mechanical fatigue. Initial T  effect for: a) CF1/EP; b) GF/EP. N* N B*.

The effect of the temperature difference T 100 C  (from manufacturing 
temperature to test temperature) on debond crack growth can not be neglected. The 
effect seems to be larger for GF/EP composite but the much larger number of required 
cycles for this composite should be noticed (due to lower elastic modulus of GF the 
energy release rate is proportionally lower). If localized heating during specimen 
frictional sliding in cyclic loading would take place the predicted curves would 
change. Since the process becomes history dependent and the local temperature 
distribution and its effect on resin and interface properties in fatigue is not known a 
detailed analysis is not possible. The most evident trends are that a) thermal stresses 
are reduced, reducing the second term in IIG  in Eq.(10). This is a consequence of 
smaller temperature difference T  and the low sensitivity of thmk  to resin properties 

a) b)
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change; b) the first term in IIG  expression is not changed (the effect of matrix 
modulus on mk  is negligible, see Part 1 [1]).
Since the applied Paris law expression (Eq.(12)) is based on some empirical constants 
( *B , m and IIcG ) a parametric analysis of significance of these constants was 
performed simulating pure mechanical loading ( 0T ). Fig.7. shows the large 
sensitivity of the debond growth rate with respect to constant m.

Fig.7. Debond crack growth with the increasing number of applied cycles in 
mechanical fatigue. Parameter “m” effect for CF1/EP. N * N B*.

Fig.8. Debond crack growth with the increasing number of applied cycles in 
mechanical fatigue. GIIc  effect for CF1/EP. N* N B*. GIIC  is in J / m2.
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Fig.9. Debond crack growth with the increasing number of applied cycles in 
mechanical fatigue. rf  effect for CF1/EP. N* N B*.

In Fig.8 the fatigue crack growth is simulated using three different values of material 
constant GIIc . It has to be noted that variation of GIIc  has similar effect as variation of 
the applied strain in the test. Finally, in Fig.9, results are presented for three different 
fiber radius rf values showing much faster debond crack propagation in fibers with 
larger radius. 
The observations may be useful designing test and/or composite for validation of the 
Paris low for debond growth and for parameter identification in Eq.(12). It is 
preferable to have composite with larger fiber radius and with higher modulus. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper the strain energy release rate in Mode II related to fiber/matrix debond 
growth along the broken and partially debonded fiber in unidirectional composite was 
analyzed using FEM and virtual crack closure technique. The effect of the debond 
crack and fiber break interaction was analyzed and IIG  magnification coefficients 
were introduced. 
To facilitate the debond growth simulations using Paris type of power law the 
magnification coefficients were described by simple but accurate fitting functions. 
Large effect of fiber elastic modulus and radius on the debond growth was found. 
Significance of thermal stresses in mechanical fatigue as well as the role of material 
parameters in the fatigue law was evaluated. These coefficients could be easy 
determined if reliable experimental data about debond growth in fatigue in composite 
would be available. 
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Abstract

Fiber/matrix debond growth along the broken fiber interface in a single fiber 
composite subjected to tension-tension fatigue is analysed using Paris law expressed 
in terms of debond length growth rate and strain energy release rate. Analytical 
solution for Mode II energy release rate IIG is obtained for long debonds were the 
interface crack growth is self-similar. For short debonds the interface crack interacts 
with the fiber break and therefore FEM modeling in combination with the virtual 
crack closure technique was performed to calculate the magnification of IIG .
Finally, the calculated IIG  dependences are summarized in simple expressions that 
are used to simulate debond growth in fatigue. A parametric study of the effect of 
Paris law parameters on debond growth is performed. 

Keywords: fiber break, debonding, Mode II, fatigue, energy release rate, Paris law. 

1. Introduction 

The first mode of damage in unidirectional (UD) fiber reinforced polymer composites 
subjected to axial high stress tension-tension cyclic loading is multiple fiber 
fragmentation. Due to statistical fiber strength distribution, damage (fiber breaks) may 
appear during the first cycle and may persist or have further development due to stress 
concentrations caused by growing secondary damage modes like fiber/matrix 
interface debonding. 
The fiber/matrix debonding in UD composite can be analyzed as an interface crack 
growth starting from fiber break and the analysis can be performed based on strain 
energy release rate. Parametric analysis of the effect of different geometrical and 
elastic parameters on the energy release rate in UD composite due to debond growth 
was performed in [1,2]. Paris law was employed to simulate the debond growth in 
tension-tension fatigue [2] using combined analytical and numerical approach and the 
significance of different parameters in Paris law was revealed. This study 
demonstrated that independent experimental information regarding the values of these 
parameters is necessary to simulate debonding in composite. 
One possibility is to use single fiber (SF) specimen to obtain the necessary 
information. SF specimen consists of a long fiber embedded in a large block of resin, 
subjected to tensile load in the fiber direction. The strain to fiber failure is usually 
lower than the matrix failure strain and therefore, fragmentation of the fiber is 
observed before the specimen fails. So, the fragmentation process is related to the 
statistical fiber strength distribution. At the fiber break the fiber axial stress is zero. 
However, the axial stress is transferred to the fiber through shear stresses at the 
fiber/matrix interface, thus allowing for the appearance of new fragments. The single 
fiber fragmentation test (SFFT), introduced by Kelly and Tyson [3], has been 
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extensively used for fiber-matrix interface characterization in terms of strength and 
for statistical fiber strength characterization. 
The SF specimen with fragmented fiber can be subjected to axial fatigue loading, 
observing the debond growth with increasing number of cycles. Similar fatigue test on 
model composites with only 2-5 fibers have been reported, for example, in [4]. If a 
proper simulation tool is available to simulate the debonding process the combined 
experimental/simulation approach would allow to identify the parameters in the 
fatigue law for the interface in question which can be further used to analyze fatigue 
of UD composites with more realistic fiber contents.
Fracture mechanics approach has been used for the characterization of the interface 
failure in quasi-static loading for example, by Nairn [5], Varna et al. [6], Nairn and 
Liu [7] and Wu et al. [8,9]. 
The approach used in the present paper, assumes that the propagation of an individual 
debond along the fiber/matrix interface obeys the Paris law which states that the 
debond length growth rate has a power law dependence on the strain energy release 
rate difference between the highest and lowest levels in the cyclic loading. 
The SF composite with partial fiber/matrix debond of length dl  may be represented 
by a two concentric cylinder model, shown in Fig.1.  

Fig.1.  A single fiber composite with partially debonded fiber/matrix interface 
subjected to mechanical ( z ) and thermal ( T ) loading. F – fiber, M – matrix, S – 

symmetry surface. ld  shows the debonded length, Lf  is half of the fiber length. 

First, the strain energy release rate IIG  in Mode II due to debond growth will be 
analyzed using analytical model for long debonds and finite elements in combination 
with the virtual crack closure technique for short debonds. When the IIG  dependence 
on debond length and constituent parameters will be clarified and described by simple 
expressions, it will be used for debond growth simulations using Paris law to reveal 
the trends to expect, the role of involved parameters, the significance of thermal 
stresses etc. 
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2. Energy release rate for self-similar crack growth 

2.1. Calculation method 

Axial tension is applied to the SF specimen. In addition, since the specimen is cooled 
after processing to room temperature, temperature difference is negative, T 0. 
Hence the radial stress on the fiber surface is compressive and the debond crack 
propagation is in Mode II. It is because the Poisson’s ratio and the thermal expansion 
coefficient of the matrix are larger than for the fiber. 
An analytical solution  for strain energy release rate can be found in a particular case 
when the tip of the fiber/matrix debond crack is far away from the fiber break where it 
was initiated and is also far from another debond which may be approaching from the 
other end of the fiber fragment. In this case the debond crack propagation can be 
considered as self-similar. Mathematically this condition in terms of Fig.1 can be 
written as 

fd rl df lL     (1) 

In Eq.(1) fr  is the fiber radius, fL  is ½ of the fiber fragment length. The debond 
crack growth by ddl : a) shifts the debond crack tip (and the corresponding singular 
stress state in its vicinity) in the z-direction by ddl ; b) reduces the bonded region 
volume in the model by ddlR 2  ( R  is the outer radius of the cylinder assembly in 
Fig.1) and increases the debonded region volume by the same amount. 
Neglecting friction and energy dissipation related to it, the energy change in the 
system due to this event can be calculated as the difference between strain energy  

tot
bU of the bonded and tot

dU  of the debonded regions of unit length located far from 
the debond crack tip and the fiber break

dU Ud
tot Ub

tot dld       (2) 

Models representing these two regions are given in Fig.2. 

Fig.2. Geometrical showing of the bonded region (a) which due to crack growth by 
ddl  turns to debonded region (b) with length ddl .
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In the debonded region, Fig.2b, sliding of the fiber with respect to the matrix takes 
place and deformations and strains are different. The strain energy release rate is 
obtained dividing Eq.(2) by the new created surface area df dlrdA 2

constuII dA
dUG      (3) 

Strain energy expressions for more complex case with N cylindrical phases where 
phase 1 may be bonded or debonded were derived in [1]. In the model in Fig.2 N=2 
(fiber and matrix). From [1] follows that the strain energy of the model a) or b) in 
Fig.2 can be calculated if the average stress state in constituents is known 
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tot VTTVVU   (4) 

In Eq.(4) k=1 is fiber. 
The average stresses are obviously different in the bonded and in the debonded case 
resulting in two different values tot

d
tot
b UU , . Relevant expressions are given below.  

2.2. Strain energy in the bonded region 

The applied strain is 0z  and the temperature difference is T . The axial deformation 
is the same in fiber and matrix 

000 z
m
z

f
z     (5) 

The solution for each phase containing to 2 integration constants kA1  and kA2 is given 
in  [1]. The 422  unknown constants are found using the following conditions: 
(i) Radial displacement must be zero on the symmetry axis 

00ru f
r      (6) 

(ii) Displacement and radial stress continuity at the interface 

ur
f rf ur

m rf          (7) 

r
f rf r

m rf           (8) 

(iii) Zero radial stress at the outer boundary Rr  of the cylinder assembly 

0RN
r      (9) 
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For a given 0z  the system of 4 equations following from these conditions allows for 
determination of 4 constants kA1  and kA2  (their values will depend on the applied 
strain and temperature). 
In the above explanation, the temperature difference and the axial strain are applied 
simultaneously. It has to be realized that the experimental procedure (and as a 
consequence also the procedure to be used in simulations) is different: first the 
specimen is produced at high temperature and then cooled down for processing to 
room temperature. Thermal stresses occur during this step and the specimen has 
compressive strain th

z0  before any mechanical loading. This state is taken as the 
starting (zero mechanical strain) state in tests and simulations. Then certain amount of 
mechanical tensile strains mech

z0  is applied. The relationship with 0z  in the above 
expressions is as follows 

th
z

mech
zz 000     (10) 

Therefore, in order to use the proper value of 0z  corresponding to the experimental 
mech
z0  we first have to calculate the negative th

z0  value, which is the free thermal 
expansion strain of the composite, Tcomp

z  , where comp
z  is the SF composite  axial 

thermal expansion coefficient (in a SF composite it is almost equal to matrix ).
From [1] we have 

Ub
tot V

2
Vk A1

k fk gk z0 H3
k T z0 z

k T 2 T Vk r
k A1

k
k k z0 Hr

k T
k 1

2

k 1

2

          (11) 

Here k , k , kg , kf  , k
rH and kH 3  are functions of the k-th phase elastic constants 

2 1222323233 CCCCfCg    (12)

rzr

rz

CH
CCH

32

32333 2
               (13)  

In Eq.(12) and Eq.(13) ijC  are stiffness matrix elements of a transversely isotropic 
phase, rz ,  are thermal expansion coefficients. 

2.3. Strain energy in the debonded region 

In the debonded region represented in Fig.2b

zo
f

zo      (14) 

In the matrix we have the deformation with respect to the stress free state given by 
Eq.(10) and denoted as previously by 0z .
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The axial deformation of the debonded fiber consists of free thermal expansion and 
strain due to radial interaction with the surrounding matrix. The axial strain value in 
fiber can be obtained from condition that axial stress in fiber is zero 

0f
z      (15) 

which according to [1] leads to 

r
1 A1

1
1 1

f1
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T 1
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11
r      (17) 

The stress expressions for the matrix remain as in the bonded case. The interface 
conditions at phase interfaces remain as in the bonded case: radial displacements and 
stresses are continuous. The outer radial boundary of the assembly is free of stresses 
and Eq.(9) is still valid. Solving for constants k

iA  we can write the expression for the 
strain energy of the debonded region 

Ud
tot V

2
Vk A1

k fk gk z0 H3
k T z0 z

k T 2 T Vk r
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H3

1
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1

   (18) 

Constants k
iA  k=1,2,3 are result of the solution in the bonded and debonded case 

correspondingly and, hence, they are different in Eq.(11) and Eq.(18). 

3. GII for short debonds using virtual crack closure technique 

In case of short debond length, the debond crack tip is close to the fiber break and the 
stress perturbation regions overlap. It was shown previously using FEM for UD 
composites [1,2] and using boundary elements for SF specimens [10] that due to 
interaction, the strain energy release rate IIG  is magnified. The shorter the debond 
length, the higher is the debond crack interaction and thus debond crack growth 
related energy release rate values are higher. 
In this study, magnification of IIG  was determined from FEM calculations. An 
axisymmetric model consisting of partially debonded fiber surrounded by an infinite 
matrix block was generated using finite element code ANSYS [11]. We use virtual 
crack closure (VCC) technique [12] to obtain GII from FEM calculations in a 
convenient way. The distribution of relative tangential displacement zu  behind the 
debond crack tip and the shear stress rz values ahead of the crack tip can be obtained 
directly from the FEM model as shown in the Fig.3. 
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Fig.3. Concentric cylinder model for IIG  calculations by FEM and virtual crack 
closure technique. 

Actually, to calculate the work that is necessary to close the crack by ddl , the 
tangential displacements have to be calculated for a debond with length ld dld  and 
the shear stresses for a debond with length ld . However, when using VCC technique, 
it is assumed that due to small value of ddl , the relative sliding displacement at the tip 
of the crack with size ld dld  is the same as at the tip of the debond crack with size ld

)()( d
ldll dlzuzu ddd     (19) 

In Eq.(19) the upper index shows the length of the debond. This assumption means 
that only one stress state calculation for a given debond length is required.  Then, the 
strain energy release rate GII  can be calculated using expression 

GII (ld ) lim
dld 0

1
2dld

uld

ld

ld dld

z dld rz
ld z dz    (20) 

4. Paris law for debond growth along the single fiber 

The loading type considered in this study is mechanical tension-tension fatigue 
( max 0 and min 0) in presence of thermal stresses at fixed temperature. We will use 
Paris law expression in order to describe debond growth along fiber/matrix interface 
as a function of applied number of load cycles N. Paris law expression describes the 
increase of the debond surface area dA as 

m

IIC

II

G
GB

dN
dA      (21) 

where: B and m are unknown parameters, which have to be determined 
experimentally; G  is the energy release rate difference between values 
corresponding to max  and min ; we use the constant GIIC  in order to normalize energy 
release rate units. This particular form with explicit inclusion of GIIC  was used 
previously in [13] and, certainly, other, slightly different forms may be found in 
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literature. Debond length which for circular fiber is related to debond surface as 
ld A /2 rf  will also be normalized with the respect to the fiber radius rf

fddn rll /       (22) 

Thus Eq.(21) can be written in form 

m

IIC

IIdn

G
GB

dN
dl * ; 2

*

2 fr
BB    (23) 

Obviously *B  is also dimensionless.   
For simulation purposes Eq.(23) will be used in an incremental form 

ldn
(k ) B* GII ldn

(k )

GIIC

m

N  ,  )()()1( k
dn

k
dn

k
dn lll ;  k=1,2,3… (24) 

In Eq.(24) )1(
dnl  is the initial debond length at the start of simulation. 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Analytical results for self-similar crack growth 

The energy release rate for self-similar crack growth IIG  was calculated for single 
fiber composites with properties of constituents given in Table 1. Transversally 
isotropic carbon fibers (CF), isotropic glass fibers (GF) in an epoxy resin matrix 
(EP1) were studied. 

Table 1. Elastic properties of constituents. 

In a SF composite the matrix radius is infinite and it is very easy to use it in the 
analytical solution for self-similar crack growth. However, the short debonds will be 
analyzed using FEM and there the radial size of the model is limited. Therefore, prior 
doing analysis, the analytical solution was used to estimate the proper radial size of 
the model to be used in FEM. The radius of matrix cylinder was used as a parameter: 
it was increased until a limit was reached when further increase of matrix cylinder did 
not affect the calculated GII value. Logically, a larger size of matrix cylinder better 
corresponds to the infinity condition, however, since model with the same size has to 
be used for FEM calculations it is preferable to have smaller size but accurate enough 
model in order to save calculation time and effort. 

EL ET GLT 12 23 L TMaterial [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] - - [1 C ] [1 C ]
CF 300 30 20 0.2 0.45 -1.0e-6 7.8e-6 
GF 70 70 29.2 0.2 0.2 4.7e-6 4.7e-6 
EP1 3 3 1.07 0.4 0.4 60e-6 60e-6 
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Parametric analysis results for CF/EP1 and GF/EP1 are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 
respectively. Fiber radius in all calculations was rf 1( m). 

Table 2. Energy release rate IIG  (J/m2) for CF/EP1 for various matrix cylinder sizes. 

Matrix cylinder radius R  in [ m]Load 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 
1% 7.48819 7.48777 7.48767 7.48764 7.48763 7.48763 7.48763 

-100ºC 0.11081 0.70348 1.79944 2.59502 2.75050 2.79155 2.80321 
1%;-100ºC 5.77718 3.60103 1.94582 1.26664 1.16185 1.13539 1.12782 

Table 3. Energy release rate IIG (J/m2) for GF/EP1 calculated for various matrix 
cylinder sizes. 

Matrix cylinder radius R  in [ m]Load 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 
1% 1.73804 1.73761 1.73750 1.73747 1.73746 1.73746 1.73746 

-100ºC 0.14951 0.36490 0.49205 0.53953 0.54687 0.54873 0.54925 
1%;-100ºC 0.86803 0.50996 0.38029 0.34059 0.33481 0.33334 0.33294 

Based on analysis of results in Tables 2 and 3 we decided to use matrix cylinder with 
radius frR 100 . Following that, the corresponding FEM calculations for short 
debonds were also performed for model of the same size. 
For analytical energy release rate calculations of self-similar cracks, the length of the 
debond and the debond length increase dld  is not significant and any chosen length 
would give the same accurate result. 
Analytically calculated energy release values for self-similar crack growth, IIG  are 
presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Energy release rate IIG  (J/m2) for self-similar debond crack growth for the 
studied single fiber composites. 

Material z
mech 1% T 100 C z

mech 1% ; T 100 C
CF/EP1 7.487633 2.750502 1.161848 
GF/EP1 1.737450 0.546870 0.334805 

In order to avoid recalculating IIG  whenever the applied load is different from that 
shown in examples in Table 4, we use the same method as in [1]. It is known that the 
energy release rate is a quadratic function of stress state and stress components are 
linearly related to applied mechanical strain ( z0

mech ) and applied temperature difference 
( T ). Thus we will use the same form as suggested in [1] 

GII E f rf km z0
mech 2

rf km th z0
mech T rf kth T 2    (25) 
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where coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  are related to purely mechanical, combined 
mechanical-thermal and purely thermal load respectively. The upper index  in 
coefficients is used to denote correspondence to self-similar crack growth region. 
According to Eq.(25) the coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  can be found for any single 
fiber composite by performing the following 3 calculations: 1) purely mechanical 
loading ( T 0); 2) purely thermal loading ( z0

mech 0); 3) any combination of 
mechanical and thermal loading ( z0

mech 0 ; T 0).
Coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  can thus be calculated from IIG values given in Table 
4. Values of coefficients for all three studied single fiber composites are summarized 
in Table 5. Note that strain values in % were used to determine these coefficients.  

Table 5. Values of coefficients mk , thmk  and thk

Material mk thmk thk
CF/EP1 2.49588e-05 9.07629e+04 2.75050e+02 
GF/EP1 2.48207e-05 1.94951e+04 5.46870e+01 

Once coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  are known, IIG can be calculated for any arbitrary 
combination of mechanical and thermal load.  

5.2. FEM results for IIG magnification 

The quadratic form of IIG  with respect to strain and temperature is valid also for 
short debonds and can be written as

GII E f rf km z0
mech 2

rf km th z0
mech T rf kth T 2   (26) 

Since according to Eq.(26) the coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  are proportional to GII, it 
is expected that values of  these coefficients depend on the debond length and they 
will be higher for short debonds and they will approach the values mk , thmk  and 

thk with increasing debond length (assuming that the fiber fragment is long enough 
and interaction with another debond approaching from the other fragment end is 
negligible). The increase of parameters mk , thmk  and thk  for short debonds is called 
“magnification” in the following text. 
FEM calculations with VCC technique were used to calculate magnification of these 
coefficients. 
It was mentioned previously that using a model with matrix radius frR 100  is 
reasonable for the necessary accuracy of calculations. For FEM calculations using 
model shown in Fig.3 the length of fiber half fragment Lf  is also important. A 
compromise has to be found between the following: a) Lf  has to be sufficiently long 
in order to prevent interaction between growing debond crack and the displacement 
application surface which is the middle of the fiber fragment (non-interactive 
debonds); b) Shorter model would facilitate FEM calculations by saving calculation 
time. A parametric study in [2] for UD composites showed that using model length 
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Lf 90 rf  is reasonable. For single fiber composites, a similar parametric study 
resulted in considering Lf 200 rf  as sufficient for desired accuracy.
Within the virtual crack closure technique, GII is calculated by integrating the product 
of numerically obtained displacement u and stress rz  values according to Eq.(20). 
When using VCC technique in order to calculate IIG  from FEM results, attention has 
to be paid to the size of area of integration dld . Since integration of equation is 
performed over a finite distance, the obtained IIG  value will depend on the size of 
integration. On contrary to condition in Eq.(20) that dld 0, when using FEM 
calculations, the accuracy of the result will be reduced if smaller length and thus 
smaller number of elements close to the crack tip is used for the integration. This is 
because small amount of elements at the crack tip does not accurately represent the 
actual stress and displacement profiles near the crack tip. Therefore, some final value 
of the length of integration dld  must be set. In [2] area of integration for a 
unidirectional composite was found by a parametric analysis.  
In the present study, two different lengths of integration dld 1 rf  and dld 0.5 rf

were first compared. Values of IIG for debond lengths in the range from ld 2 rf  to 
ld 30 rf  were calculated. Results for CF/EP1 in mechanical loading are shown as an 
example in Fig.4. In the calculation example fiber radius is rf=1 m. In Fig.4, GII
values are presented versus normalized debond length ldn ld / rf .

Fig.4. Magnification of GII for short debonds. CF/EP1 single fiber composite 
subjected to mechanical loading. Applied strain z0 1%.

Similar magnification profiles were obtained for thermal and thermo-mechanical 
loading cases. According to Fig.4, when smaller integration length dld 0.5 rf  is 
used, smaller GII values are obtained.  
However, the presented curves in Fig.4 look very similar and when normalized with 
respect to corresponding values at 30dnl  (corresponding to large debonds, like in 
the self-similar case), the obtained magnification in both cases is very much the same.  
As it is shown in Fig.5, when we compare normalized magnification profiles 

)30(/ mm kk obtained from FEM calculations, we see no visible difference in the 
obtained results whether we use integration length dld 1 rf  or dld 0.5 rf .
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Fig.5. Normalized coefficient )30(/ mm kk  for CF/EP1 single fiber composite. 

The same is obtained when we observe thermal and thermo-mechanical loading cases, 
as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 respectively. 

Fig.6. Normalized coefficient )30(/ thth kk  for CF/EP1 single fiber composite. 

Fig.7. Normalized coefficient )30(/ thmthm kk  for CF/EP1 single fiber composite. 

Using the form of Eq.(26) with mk , thmk  and thk  in order to represent the 
magnification of IIG  for short debonds, we can write these coefficients as 
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km km
* ldn km km th km th

* ldn km th kth kth
* ldn km   (27) 

In other words, we introduce magnification factors dnm lk * , kth
* ldn  and dnthm lk *  as 

functions of normalized debond length. These factors are equal to 1 for long debonds 
growing in a self-similar manner and are larger than 1 (to be determined using FEM 
results) for shorter debonds. 
Coefficients mk , thmk  and thk  in Eq.(27) are constant with respect to debond length 
and are calculated using the self-similar growth model (as, for example, in Table 5). 
In fact they could be obtained also from the FEM solution if the results would have 
sufficient accuracy. However, according to Table 4, analytically calculated GII value 
for self-similar (infinitely long) debond growth for CF/EP1 single fiber composite 
subjected to mechanical loading only ( 1%) is equal to 7.488 J/m2 which is higher 
than the calculated by FEM at normalized debond length ldn 20 rf  and ldn 30 rf ,
see Fig.4. So, FEM results for long debonds are too low. The same was concluded for 
thermal and thermo-mechanical loading. Since analytically obtained values (Table 4) 
are highly accurate, this leads to conclude that the absolute GII values calculated from 
our FEM simulations using virtual crack closure technique are inaccurate. 
Therefore we decide to use the FEM only to estimate the degree of magnification as a 
function of debond length.
Since we will use Paris law expression given by Eq.(23) for debond growth analysis 
in fatigue, it would be convenient if profiles of magnification factors dnm lk * , kth

* ldn

and dnthm lk *  could be each comprised in a simple mathematical expression. In [2] a 
form to comprise GII magnification profile for UD composites in an exponential 
function was suggested. We will follow the same approximation in this study and use 
the following exponential function: 

k j
* 1 a e b ldn ; j m; th;m th     (28) 

where a and b are fitting parameters. The fitting parameters can be easily found by 
taking the logarithm of the found *

jk  values and then presenting in ln(k j
*)  and dnl

axes. Values of parameters a and b are found from the best linear fit. 
The data presented in Figs.5, 6 and 7, which are normalized with values at ld 30 rf

can be used to determine dnm lk * , kth
* ldn  and dnthm lk * .

According to definition 
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and for each single fiber composite the second term in Eq.(29) is an unknown 
constant which can be denoted by 1/C . Hence we can expect from Eq.(28) and 
Eq.(29) that the results in Figs.5, 6 and 7 can be fit with: 

k j (ldn )
k j 30

C 1 ae bldn     (30) 
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All three parameters a and b and C are obtained from the best fit in logarithmic axes. 
The obtained fitting parameter values for materials CF/EP1 and GF/EP1 for all 
loading cases are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. Values of fitting parameters a and b for CF/EP1 and GF/EP1. 

for km
*  for kth

*  for km th
*

Material a b C a b C a b C 
CF/EP1 0.6427 0.1899 0.9979 0.6171 0.1907 0.9981 0.6481 0.1912 0.9980 
GF/EP1 0.3427 0.2094 0.9994 0.3448 0.2107 0.9994 0.3351 0.2030 0.9992 

It can be concluded from Table 6 that the obtained values of fitting parameters a and 
b are different for different materials (CF/EP1 and GF/EP1). However, in terms of 
one material it can be concluded that we obtain the same values of a and b no matter 
if the mechanical, thermal or combined thermo-mechanical loading is applied. In fact, 
plotting magnification curves k j

*(ldn )  from Figs.5, 6 and 7 on a single graph, we 
obtain almost coinciding values as shown in Fig.8. 

Fig.8. Comparison of magnification coefficient k j
*  profiles for CF/EP1 in mechanical, 

thermal and thermo-mechanical loading. 

The same agreement was observed for GF/EP1 as well. 
Now, since magnification coefficients km

* (ldn ) , km th
* (ldn )  and kth

* (ldn )  are almost equal 
we can rewrite the GII expression for short debond (Eq.(25)) in the following form: 

GII k*(ldn ) E f rf km z0
mech 2

rf km th z0
mech T rf kth T 2    (31) 

where k*(ldn )  is either of coefficients km
* (ldn ) , km th

* (ldn )  and kth
* (ldn ) .This is a very 

significant observation which means that for a single fiber composite subjected to 
mechanical, thermal or thermo-mechanical loading, interface debond energy release 
rate IIG can be calculated in the following simple way: 
1) mk , thmk  and thk  are calculated analytically; 
2) FEM calculations of IIG  for short debonds are performed only for one type of 
loading (preferably mechanical rather than thermal loading, as it usually requires less 
computer power and calculation time). 
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3) general magnification profile k*(ldn )  (as in Fig.8) and general fitting parameters a
and b are obtained from the FEM data according to procedure described in this 
section.
4) IIG  values are calculated by Eq.(31) for any debond length and for any 
mechanical, thermal or combined thermo-mechanical loading. 
Certainly, the accuracy of approximation of IIG  magnification by one exponential 
function is not perfect. It can be seen from Figs.5-7 that the agreement of the 
exponential function with FEM data is rather good. For shorter debonds, however, the 
predicted values for IIG  magnification are less accurate (as seen in the Figs.5-7 the 
predictions are too low) which is the cost for the attempt to get the best possible fit 
within the whole debond length region ( ldn 2 rf  ÷ ldn 30 rf ). Better agreement 
with FEM values for short debonds would be achieved with more complex functions 
or fitting separately the short debond and medium size debond regions. However, we 
are interested in using a single and a simple expression for the whole region of 
interest that would facilitate debond growth simulations using Paris law (Eq.(23)). 

5.3. Debond growth analysis using Paris law 

Paris law expression Eq.(23) is based on some empirical constants like B, m and 
IIcG . The proper values of these constants are not known unless experimental data are 

available.
In Paris law expression Eq.(23) GII (ld )  is the strain energy release rate difference 
between the value corresponding to maximum and minimum load. In mechanical 
fatigue according to Eq.(31) the difference is equal to: 

GII (ldn ) k*(ldn ) E f rf km ( max
2

min
2 ) rf km th ( max min ) T   (32) 

In case when zero temperature change has occurred ( T 0) prior to mechanical 
fatigue loading, Eq.(32) can be simplified as: 

GII (ldn ) k*(ldn ) E f rf km ( max
2

min
2 )     (33) 

For the both studied materials (GF/EP1 and CF/EP1) a parametric study of Paris law 
constants B, m and IIcG  and fiber radius rf  was performed. The parameters were 
modified one at a time and simulation results were compared to a reference case. 
Simulation parameters for the reference cases for materials GF/EP1 and CF/EP1 are 
presented in Tables 7 and 8 respectively. 

Table 7. Reference case debond growth simulation parameters for GF/EP1. 

rf E f m B* B IIcG max min T
[ m] [GPa] [ - ] [ - ] [ m2] [J/m2] [ % ] [ % ] [ ºC ] 

4 70 6 9.95 1000 200 1.5 0.15 0 
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Table 8. Reference case debond growth simulation parameters for CF/EP1. 

rf E f m B* B IIcG max min T
[ m] [GPa] [ - ] [ - ] [ m2] [J/m2] [ % ] [ % ] [ ºC ] 

4 300 6 0.20 20 200 1.5 0.15 0 

Trends showing the influence of modified parameters are shown in Figs.9-13.  

Fig.9. Simulation of debond growth for: a) GF/EP1 and b) CF/EP1. Influence of fiber 
radius rf . Reference cases shown with solid line. 

Fig.10. Simulation of debond growth for: a) GF/EP1 and b) CF/EP1. Influence of 
Paris law parameter m . Reference cases shown with solid line. 
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a) b) 

GF/EP1 CF/EP1

a) b) 
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Fig.11. Simulation of debond growth for: a) GF/EP1 and b) CF/EP1. Influence of 
material constant GIIC . Reference cases shown with solid line. 

Fig.12. Simulation of debond growth for: a) GF/EP1 and b) CF/EP1. Influence of 
Paris law parameter B. Reference cases shown with solid line.

Fig.13. Simulation of debond growth for: a) GF/EP1 and b) CF/EP1. Influence of 
temperature change T . Reference cases shown with solid line. 
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The main observations from the trend plots in Figs.9-13 are: a) the debond growth is 
much faster in CF/EP1 (because the mechanical part of the energy release rate is 
proportional to the fiber modulus); b) the debond growth rate is higher in composites 
with larger diameter fibers; c) the simulation result is very sensitive to the exponent 
m ; d) increase of the interfacial fracture toughness IIcG  dramatically slows down the 
debond growth; e) the simulation result is sensitive to B  (the debond growth rate is 
proportional to it). Certainly the two parameters B  and IIcG  can be combined in one 
parameter. Finally, we see that compressive thermal stresses in the fiber change the 
debond growth significantly.

6. Conclusions 

The debond growth along a broken fiber in a single fiber composite subjected to 
cyclic tension-tension loading is analyzed using fracture mechanics approach. Paris 
law for debond growth rate in terms of energy release rate change is used to simulate 
the debond length increase with the applied number of cycles. 
The strain energy release rate IIcG  due to debond growth is calculated analytically in 
the self-similar debond growth region and numerically for short debonds using FEM 
and virtual crack closure technique. For short debonds, where debond crack is 
interacting with fiber break, IIcG  is magnified. Debond length dependent 
magnification factors were introduced for mechanical, thermal and mixed terms in 

IIcG  expression. It was observed that for single fiber composites (CF/EP and GF/EP) 
these three magnification profiles are almost equal and can be fitted by simple 
exponential expression. 
A parametric study for GF/EP1 and CF/EP1 simulating the debond growth in single 
fiber composites was performed showing the significance of Paris law parameters, 
thermal stresses and the fiber radius rf .
In a follow-up work the developed debond growth simulation tool will be applied to 
available experimental data for SF specimens with measured debond length 
development with the applied number of cycles. Simulations will be fitted to 
experiment and the material parameters in the Paris law for the given fiber/resin 
interface will be identified from the best fit. 
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